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New Editorial Policy

Orbit's new policy is to take on the hard

issues facing educators -the relationship

between school and work, censorship, the

teaching methods that work or don't work,

the presence of racism in our schools.

We invite your opinions on these issues and

wherever possible will use your Letters to

the Editor to foster debate.

Advertising Space for Sale

Orbit now accepts paid advertising.

Rates are low (from $500.00 for a full

page to $100.00 for an eighth page) and

a targeted readership is guaranteed. At

each printing, 7,000 issues are circulated

among the educational community -

including the front office of every publicly

funded, that is, public and separate, school

in Ontario. We also supply graphic services

at standard rates. Call Heather Berkeley at

Orbit (41 6) 923-664 1, ext. 2533 for more
information.

Special Thanks

For so generously providing Orbit with

photographs to illustrate the 1 986 OI5E
$urvey published in the December and

February issues - to Bob Wilson, Vice-

Principal of the Night $chool at Northview

Heights $econdary $chool, Dale

$huttleworth, Superintendent of Programs
- Community Services at the Board of

Education for the City of York, and

Colleen Morris, staffperson in Public and

Community Relations at the University of

Toronto.

Our Apologies

To the Wellington County Board of

Education. In the third paragraph of

"School Texts, Censorshi p, and Tigers"

by Jim McMurtry (December 1986 issue

of Orbit)

,

the Wellington County Board

has been incorrectly identified as the

Board that banned "The Merchant of

Venice." In fact, this Board has never

banned any school text.

Forthcoming in the April Issue

• Interview with OISE's new director

Walter Pitman •Problems of Discipline in

Ontario Schools with Bruce Curtis

• Inside-Out Psychology with David Hunt
• Music in our Culture with

Naomi Norquay and much more . . .
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SIXTH OISE Survey

1986: PUBLIC ATTITUDES
TOWARD EDUCATION IN ONTARIO

School and Work Issues

D.W Livingstone and D. J.Hart

Over the past 20 years, the comfortable

assumption that an increasingly better

educated workforce is the key to sustained

economic growth and rising personal

incomes has been confronted with growing
counter-evidence and new questions about
the relationship of education to work. The
labor force has altered substantially over
the past two decades. Manufacturing has

declined in importance as a source of

employment while the service sector has

grown. Blue-collar jobs have been dis-

appearing; the occupational structure has

become more heavily weighted to both

professional and managerial jobs, and to

low skill service jobs.

The application of computer technology

has created new types of occupations while

rendering others obsolete; moreover, it is

changing the content of many more jobs.

The greatest concern regarding the compu-
ter revolution is, however, whether it will

contribute to a permanently higher un-

employment rate. The past two decades
have seen a general increase both in the

labor force participation rate (largely due
to the increasing proportion of women
employed outside the home) and in the

unemployment rate. While the very high

unemployment rates of the inflation-

reducing 1982/83 recession have declined

somewhat, current rates remain well above
pre-recession levels. Higher unemployment
rates have afflicted workers of all levels of
educational attainment. Those with post-

secondary credentials continue to enjoy a

relative employment advantage over those
with lesser educational attainments, but at

the price of high rates of underemploy-
ment—that is, acceptance ofjobs not

requiring higher education.

The failure of advanced industrial

societies to achieve sustained economic
growth at rates high enough to absorb
increasingly better educated workers into

paid employment does not in itself

challenge the contribution of education to

economic betterment. It raises, however,

The design of the Sixth OISE Survey and

findings on other general educational issues

were discussed in the previous issue of Orbit,

17(4), 19-27.

a new and deeply disturbing prospect—that

the job pyramid (defined by intrinsic

interest, skill level, status, and relative

material rewards) will remain as steeply

sloped in the future as it is today and that

an increasing proportion of the labor force,

at all levels of educational attainment, will

be “redundant” under “normal” conditions.

The corollary is that continued upgrading
of educational levels within the labor force

will have no appreciable effect on eco-
nomic growth but will serve mainly to

depress incomes among those with higher

educational attainments. (The latter trend

has already appeared—see “University

Degree Is No Guarantee . .
.”, 1985,

p. A16.) Beyond imbalances between sup-

ply and demand for particular skills and
particular occupations, beyond concerns
about the work attitudes of new labor

market entrants, is the spectre of an
economy which has exhausted its capacity

to provide widespread individual occupa-
tional mobility.

The jury is still out on the shape of the

labor force to come, although the most
detailed projections of the future composi-
tion of the Canadian job structure suggest

that the numbers ofjobs requiring limited

technical skills are likely to increase more
than highly skilled ones (see, for example,

Harvey & Blakely, 1985). At this juncture,

however, it is vitally important to develop

an understanding of what the public

expects the future labor force to look like,

what policy options related to education

and employment find popular support, and

what relationship exists between public

expectations and policy preferences.

In past OISE surveys, school and work
issues were approached largely in terms of

the priority assigned to occupational

preparation within the education system

and the public’s understanding of

“job-related education.” We also

examined the preferred division of labor

between schools and work organizations in

providing occupational training. In the 1986

survey, we decided to emphasize issues of

the linkage between education and
employment, following up on isolated

findings in this area from previous OISE
surveys. The survey results are organized

in three sections. The first deals with

public perceptions of the current linkage

between education and employment; the

second concerns perceptions of past and
future trends; the third deals with preferred

policy directions.

PART ONE:
Perceptions of the Present

Linkage between Education

and Employment
Respondents who were employed at the

time of the survey were asked for

assessments of the relationships between
their formal schooling and their work.

They were also asked about the educa-

tional requirements set by employers for

new hirees to their type ofjob. This, in

combination with the information they

provided about their educational attain-

ment, allowed us to identify “under-

employed” and “overemployed” individu-

als. By definition, underemployed workers

hold positions which have educational

entry requirements lower than their own
attainments; overemployed individuals

have lower educational attainments than

are set for their jobs.

In this article we do not specifically

assess the current distribution of

under/overemployment in Ontario, because
both the concept and calculation present

considerable problems (see Smith, 1986;

Livingstone, 1987). Our own indices are

based on entry requirements and self-

reports. Other indices have been con-

structed on performance requirements, or

on what is needed to do a job, which with

“credential inflation” may differ from
entry requirements. These indices are

strongly affected by how such criteria as

partial attainments (programs begun but

not completed) are treated in calculations

and by what equivalences are accepted,

particularly between different post-

secondary programs. But these issues

deserve a separate treatment. Here we
restrict ourselves to reporting effects on
attitudes that consistently appear in

analyses incorporating several alternative
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Table l/“How much use has your formal education been for your work or career?”*

Great Deal/ Moderate Very little/ Can’t say

/

Quite a lot amount None Not stated N
% % % % % % % % % %
1978 1986 1978 1986 1978 1986 1978 1986 1978 1986

All employed respondents 49 45 29 27 19 26 3 2 665 614

Education
Elementary 31 24 31 23 31 51 8 2 39 43

High school incomplete 27 25 41 31 26 41 6 2 136 95

High school complete
Non-university

38 33 36 34 22 32 3 1 154 152

postsecondary 61 55 22 26 14 17 3 3 167 184

University

Occupational class

68 66 19 19 12 13 2 1 178 141

Corporate executives** 67 72 22 25 9 3 2 0 (114) (118)

Small employers 46 44 29 25 23 29 2 2 65 37

Self-employed 32 39 44 24 24 33 0 4 34 39

Managers 62 52 29 32 5 15 3 2 56 48

Professional employees 77 72 15 19 7 9 0 0 130 119

Supervisors 57 47 23 35 18 15 3 2 74 95

Non-industrial workers 38 38 35 26 23 33 5 3 194 151

Industrial workers 30 21 34 29 31 48 5 1 103 101

*In 1978, the general population survey was conducted by mailed questionnaire using a different sampling procedure from subsequent OISE
surveys. Caution should thus be used in comparing absolute figures between years. For a discussion ofcomparability issues, see the report of the

1980 OISE survey (Livingstone & Hart, 1981, pp. 44-45).

**Findings from supplementary surveys of corporate executives.

methods of calculating underemployment.
All respondents to the 1986 OISE survey

were also asked a series of questions on
the current balance between job vacancies

and job seekers with the required educa-

tion. They were then asked to indicate the

most important current problem in the

labor market.

Views of Labor Force Experience

The 1986 OISE survey repeated, with a

minor change in wording, a question

originally asked in our 1978 survey

regarding respondents’ personal use of

their formal education at work. (In 1986,

the words “or career” were added. See

table note for other methodological dif-

ferences.) The results for both years are

shown in Table 1.

Overall, findings in each year tell the

same story. A plurality indicate that they

use their formal education “a great deal”

or “quite a lot” in their work or career.

Approximately a quarter of respondents, in

contrast, report very little or no use.

Underlying this overall distribution are

sharp differences in the experiences of

those with different levels of education and

different positions in the occupational

hierarchy. A majority of those with

postsecondary education report substantial

use (at least “quite a lot”) of their formal

education at work, compared to much
lower proportions of all those without

postsecondary education.

Sharp divisions also appear in relation to

occupational class. Corporate executives

and professional employees are most likely

to report substantial use of formal educa-

tion in work or career. In only one other

category—managers—do a majority in both

4

years report at least “quite a lot” of use of

prior education at work. Industrial

workers are least likely to report

substantial use of their education in their

jobs. While in 1986 less than 40 percent of

non-industrial workers report using their

formal education more than “a moderate

amount” in their employment, this repre-

sents a higher assessment than among
industrial workers (2Epercent).

The pattern of responses to the question

of use of formal education at work
conforms to an enduring distinction be-

tween “mental” and “manual” work, and

. . .the pattern of responses

conforms to an enduring

distinction between “mental”

and “manual” work . .

.

reveals the limited perceived relevance of

schooling to the latter. It should be

remembered that in the case of non-indus-

trial and industrial workers, it is mainly

the relevance of secondary level education

which is at issue. We might recall here

Hall and Carlton’s (1977, p. 204) con-

clusion from their analysis of “Albertown”
secondary school students entering the

labor market in the mid-seventies:

“.
.

.

one finds very little evidence to

support the proposition that employers are

handicapped by the fact that employees
lack the basic skills that the schools are

expected to provide. For most of the latter

such efficiencies are inconsequential be-

cause mathematics and formal language

skills are a miniscule component of most of

the jobs we have explored.”
In our 1986 survey, employed respon-

dents were also asked whether they

thought their educational attainments en-

titled them to a better job than the one they

had been able to get. The results are shown
in Table 2. Overall, 30 percent agreed with

the statement that their education entitled

them to a better job. Forty-five percent

disagreed, while a quarter could not or

would not offer an opinion.
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When we included this question in the

1986 survey, our intent was to investigate

whether underemployment was associated

with beliefs about being denied jobs to

which one was entitled. In fact, among
those holding university degrees, the

underemployed appear much more likely

to express a belief that they are entitled to

a better job than graduates whose job

requirements match their credentials. (Our

sample of underemployed graduates is,

however, small.) At other levels of

education, underemployment has no appa-

rent effect. Overall, there are no significant

differences in entitlement beliefs by educa-

tional attainment. Those with an ele-

mentary school education are as likely as

university graduates to feel that their

education entitles them to a better job.

Occupational class differences are sig-

nificant. Industrial and non-industrial

workers are generally more likely than

managerial and professional employees or

business owners to believe they are

entitled to a better job based on education;

only a tiny minority of corporate execu-

tives express such entitlement beliefs.

A substantial difference also appears in

relation to ethnic background. Respon-

dents of non-European descent are much
more likely to think their education entitles

them to a better job than those of English,

French
,
or,other European ancestry.

The difference between underemployed
and “job-matched” university graduates

suggests that higher education carries with

it particular beliefs about job entitlements.

Occupational class differences, however,
offer evidence of more generalized entitle-

ment beliefs which are not linked to

extended education and which are more
frequently disappointed among those in

lower level jobs.' Entitlement beliefs may
be related to dissatisfaction with broader
job constraints of the kind revealed in

our 1982 results. The distinction between
mental and manual labor takes up not only
technical skill content but also other

aspects of work role, for example, degree
of autonomy in organizing one’s work and
extent of routine work versus involvement
in problem-solving tasks. In our 1982

survey (Livingstone, Hart, & McLean,
1983, pp. 39, 43^14), respondents were
asked about current and preferred organ-

izations of tasks in workplaces. Sixty-eight

percent thought most people currently did

mainly routine work. Sixty percent indi-

cated a preference for re-organizing work
so that most jobs would involve at least

equal amounts of routine and problem-solv-

ing tasks.

The above suggests that entitlement

beliefs may derive not only from unused

technical skills but also from a felt

“wastage” of broader abilities derived

from education. Indeed, if applying tech-

nical skills or specific knowledge were the

main concern of respondents, we would
have expected a strong relationship be-

tween educational attainment and entitle-

ment beliefs in our current survey. Yet
none exists. Moreover, non-industrial

workers are as likely to hold entitlement

beliefs as industrial workers, even though a

larger proportion of the former likely have
scope to apply particular skills learned in

school (that is, literacy skills). It seems
likely, then, that job constraints on the use

of more general abilities such as capacities

for self-organization and self-direction are

a major source of entitlement beliefs

among lower level employees.
The 1986 survey included a follow-up

question to those respondents claiming job
entitlements, asking whether their failure

to secure a better job was their “own
fault.” The purpose of this question was to

determine whether people saw themselves
shut out by market conditions or whether
they saw opportunities which they might

have seized but had not. As shown in Table

2, about 40 percent of those who think

their education entitles them to a better job

also believe that their failure to secure such

a position is their own fault, while 47

percent disagree and 12 percent could not

or would not state an opinion. There is

little variation among occupational classes.

However, while numbers are too small to

support statistical analysis, it appears that

professional employees are less likely than

others to blame themselves for failing to

obtain a better job.

Perceptions of Present Labor Market
Conditions

In the 1982 and 1984 OISE surveys, we
asked respondents which of a list of

educational attainments, if any, would be

most effective in reducing youth un-

employment among students currently

entering the labor market (Livingstone,

Hart, & Davie, 1985, pp. 42-44). Results of

the two surveys were very similar. In 1984,

33 percent thought that no effort to

increase educational attainments of

school-leavers entering the workforce

would be effective. Twenty-eight percent

cited high school job credits as most
effective; an additional 10 percent, high

school diplomas. Sixteen percent chose

community college certificates and seven

percent, university degrees. Only four

percent could not or would not state an

Table 2/Beliefs About Job Entitlements on Basis of Educational Credentials

Of those claim-

ing entitlement

Personal claim to better to better job:

job based on educational Failure seen as

attainment. “own fault.”

Agree

%
N Agree

%
N

All employed respondents 30 614 41 187

Occupational class

Corporate executives 3 (118)
* *

Small employers 23 37 52 9

Self-employed 21 39 40 8

Managers 16 48 49 8

Professional employees 24 119 '22 29

Supervisors 27 95 50 26

Non-industrial workers 40 151 41 61

Industrial workers 38 101 39 38

Ethnic group
British 26 348 45 91

French 27 42 24 11

Other European 25 148 50 37

Non-European 62 66 34 41

On this item respondents were asked whether they agreed or disagreed (and how strongly

)

with the following statements:

(for entitlements) “With the level offormal education 1 have, / am entitled to a betterjob

than I have been able to get.’’

(for responsibility)
‘

‘IfI have not been able to get a goodjob, it is mainly my own fault.
’ ’

*Not reported due to small number of respondents.
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Table 3/“Now I’d like you to think about the number of available jobs where
employers require particular levels ofeducation, and the number of people looking for

jobs who have these levels of education. For those jobs requiring each of the following

educational qualifications, do you think there are more or fewer people looking for

jobs than there are jobs available?”

Many more Many more
Educational job seekers About jobs than Can’t say

/

Requirement than jobs balanced job seekers Not stated N
% % % %

University degree 84 7 6 3 1042

Community college

certificate 58 27 9 6 1042

High school diploma 62 19 14 5 1042

Some high school

or less 57 13 23 7 1042

opinion. In the 1986 survey, we sought to

broaden our understanding of public

perceptions of the labor force which
presumably informed these judgments
about effective educational strategies to

reduce the unemployment. Here we deal

with perceptions of current labor market
conditions. In the next section, we
examine beliefs about past and future trends.

An important dimension that contributes

to “segmenting” labor markets is the

educational entry requirements set for

jobs. Respondents were asked about
present conditions of supply and demand
for jobs requiring university degrees,

community college certificates, high school
diplomas, and less than high school

completion. The results are presented in

Table 3. For each of these entry require-

ments, a majority think there are many
more job seekers than jobs on offer. In the

case of positions requiring a university

degree, the majority is an overwhelming 84
percent. The proportion of respondents
who think there are more jobs than job
seekers is less than 10 percent in the case
of postsecondary entrance requirements,
but rises to 23 percent for jobs which do
not require a high school diploma. Pre-

sumably, the latter figure does not reflect

perceptions of a shortage of individuals

with the required education, but of
unwillingness to seek such jobs. (It should
be noted that the question asked about job

... a majority think there are

many more job seekers than jobs

on offer . .

.

seekers not about those capable of the

work. Thus concerns about “basic job

skills” should not have been a factor in

responses.)

Looking at the responses of individuals

across all four levels of educational entry

requirements, we find that 27 percent of

respondents think there are many more job

seekers than job vacancies at every level of

educational requirement. This is similar to

the proportions of respondents who in 1982

and 1984 thought that no effort to increase

educational attainments would be effective

in reducing youth unemployment. Twenty-
three percent think there are more jobs
than job seekers only in job categories

where a high school education or less is

required. Seventeen percent think only job
categories with postsecondary entry

requirements have more vacancies than

applicants.

After identifying balances, or, more
frequently, imbalances, in the supply and
demand, for jobs with particular educational

requirements, respondents were asked to

select (from a list provided) the most
important current problem in the labor

market. The basic findings are reported in

Table 4. A plurality of respondents

identified a surplus of unskilled workers as

the most important problem. The second

most frequent choice was surpluses of

postsecondary graduates, followed by
shortages of some types of skilled workers.

The last can be seen to represent a

challenge to the educational system. But
what of the problem of an oversupply of

those with few job skills? Sixty-five

percent of those who think this is the most
important problem also believe that there

are no shortages of applicants in any of the

job categories . This suggests that in

the immediate term, the labor market

situation, rather than education, is seen

as the main barrier to employability.

We will take up this issue directly in the

section on public preferences regarding

. . . the labor market situation,

rather than education, is seen as

the main barrier to employability

strategies to reduce unemployment among
those with few job skills.

There are few differences by the social

background of respondents regarding either

assessments of the balance between job

seekers and job vacancies with different

educational entrance requirements, or their

views on the most important problem
currently facing the Ontario labor market.

Corporate executives are somewhat more
likely than the general population to regard

shortages of some types of skilled workers

as the most important problem in the

Ontario labor market (36 versus 17

percent). They are also much more likely

to see a balance between demand and
supply for community college graduates (56

versus 27 percent).

Table 4/“Which one of the following do you think

problem in the Ontario labor market?”
is currently the most important

Main Sample
% N

Corporate Executives

% N

Shortages of some types of university

educated professionals 2 20 2 2

Shortages of some types of community
college educated technicians 3 26 3 3

Shortages of some types of skilled

trades, clerical, or service workers 17 180 36 42

An over-supply of people with university

or community college education 24 248 13 15

An over-supply of skilled trades,

clerical or service workers 5 48 2 2

An over-supply of people with little

or no job skills 43 444 34 41

Can’t say/not stated 7 76 11 13

100 1042 100 118
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Table 5/‘‘In the past 20 years, have the formal educational requirements for the kind of

work you do increased or decreased?”

Increased

%

Stayed

the same
%

Decreased

%

Can’t say

/

Not stated

%
N

All employed respondents 62 32 3 3 614

Educational attainment

No high school diploma 45 45 6 4 138

High school diploma 61 34 2 4 256
Postsecondary certificate 73 22 3 2 220

Job requirement

No high school diploma 29 57 8 5 101

High school diploma 59 35 4 3 271

Postsecondary certificate 80 18 1 1 208

Attainment-requirement match
Underemployed 51 40 6 3 127

Matched 62 32 3 3 381

Undereducated 74 23 2 2 104

Occupational class

Corporate executives 72 25 2 1 (118)

Small employers 68 27 4 1 37

Self-employed 52 38 5 5 39

Managers 77 19 2 2 48

Professional employees 74 24 - 2 119

Supervisors 65 33 1 1 95

Non-industrial workers 55 35 6 4 151

Industrial workers 50 41 5 4 101

PART TWO:
Perceptions of Past

and Future Trends in

Educational Requirements

for Jobs
The Ontario public’s views on past and

probable future changes in educational

requirements for jobs have been assessed

through a series of questions dealing both

with employed respondents’ perceptions of

their own types ofjobs and all respon-

dents’ perceptions of general trends.

Changes in Educational Requirements for

One’s Own Job
Employed respondents were first asked

what changes had occurred in the formal

educational requirements for their own
kind of work over the past 20 years. As
Table 5 shows, over 60 percent felt that

formal educational requirements had in-

creased, about one-third thought require-

ments had not changed, and only a

negligible number perceived a decrease.

This majority perception of increased

requirements prevails across most social

divisions. But there are some significant

differences between occupational classes.

Only bare majorities of industrial workers
and the self-employed—whose jobs have

the lowest educational entry require-

ments—perceive increased requirements in

their jobs, whereas significantly larger

proportions of corporate executives, man-
agers, and professional employees—whose
jobs have the highest entry require-

ments—consider that educational require-

ments have increased in their own fields.

More substantial differences are by

respondents’ own levels of education. 2

Those who have higher formal educational

attainments are most likely to perceive

increased requirements for their jobs, while

those who have less than a high school

diploma are evenly divided between per-

ceptions of increase and perceptions of no
change. The sharpest difference is related

to the educational entry requirements of

respondents’ own jobs, with the majority

of those in jobs requiring less than a high

school diploma perceiving no change,

whereas the vast majority of those with

jobs requiring postsecondary certificates

perceive increased requirements. Finally,

those who are underemployed are less

likely to perceive increased requirements

for their jobs than those who are

overemployed. Thus, it is only among
those without high school diplomas and

particularly among those whose jobs do not

require high school graduation that there is

not a majority perception that formal

educational requirements for one’s own
kind of work have increased in the past 20

years.

Employed respondents were also asked

what the impact of recent technological

changes has been on their own kind ofjob.

As Table 6 indicates, over 60 percent think

the impact of new technologies has been to

increase training requirements in their jobs,

with most of the remainder seeing no
change. The social background differences

are similar to those detected on per-

ceptions of the longer term trend in formal

educational requirements, if less pro-

nounced. While majorities in all occupa-

tional classes think that recent tech-

nological change has increased training

requirements, corporate executives, mana-
gers, and professional employees, as well

as supervisors, are more likely to do so

than industrial workers. The largest differ-

ences are again by educational levels, and
those who have either not attained or do
not require a high school diploma are least

likely to think technological change is

increasing training requirements for their

kind ofjob.

Table 6/“What impact, if any, has recent technological change had on the training

requirements for people who do the kind of job you do?”

Stayed Can’t say

/

Increased the same Decreased Not stated N
% % % %

All employed respondents 64 30 4 2 614

Educational attainment

No high school diploma 48 42 5 5 138

High school diploma 64 30 4 2 256

Postsecondary certificate 74 23 2 2 220

Job requirement

No high school diploma 44 44 .7 5 101

High school diploma 62 31 5 2 271

Postsecondary certificate 76 23 1 1 208

Occupational class

Corporate executives 72 25 1 2 (118)

Small employers 61 27 10 2 37

Self-employed 55 32 8 5 39

Managers 71 23 4 2 48

Professional employees 71 26 2 1 119

Supervisors 72 24 1 3 95

Non-industrial workers 62 32 4 3 151

Industrial workers 52 42 3 3 101
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Historical Change in Skill Requirements of

Jobs in General

In both 1980 and 1986, all respondents to

the OISE survey were asked for their

general assessments of changes in the skill

requirements of the workplace over the

past 20 years. As Table 7 shows, in both
surveys the majority expressed a belief that

job skill requirements have increased.

While the question’s wording differs

somewhat between the two surveys, the

results suggest that this majority may have
grown over the past six years. In any case,

nearly three-quarters of respondents now
perceive that skill requirements have
generally increased, while less than twenty
percent perceive a general decrease and
only negligible numbers think there has

been no change. The distribution of views

among employed respondents is virtually

identical to this pattern.

The pervasiveness of this belief in the

skill upgrading ofjobs in general is

further indicated by the absence of
significant social background differences.

In particular, it should be noted that similar

majorities of respondents at all educational

levels and in all occupational classes share

this view, in spite of the significant

differences in their perceptions of changes
in educational requirements for their own
jobs.

Future Trends in Job Requirements

All respondents to the current survey were
asked what general changes they expected

in job requirements over the next 20 years

with regard to educational entry require-

ments. Table 8 displays the basic profile of

these expectations. Over 60 percent of

respondents expect the proportions ofjobs

requiring university degrees and commun-
ity college certificates to increase, while a

plurality expect jobs requiring high school

diplomas to increase and only about a

quarter expect jobs requiring less than a

high school diploma to increase. Con-
versely, the plurality view is that the

proportion ofjobs requiring less than a

high school diploma will decrease, while

very few respondents expect that the

percentage ofjobs requiring postsecondary

credentials will decrease. In sum, there

appears to be a consensus that the

educational entry requirements ofjobs in

Table 7/‘‘Compared to 20 years ago, do you think more or less skill is involved in the

work done by most of the labor force?”

Increased

%

Stayed

the same
%

Decreased

%

Can’t say /

Not stated

%
N

All respondents 1980* 58 15 21 6 1108

All respondents 1986 73 6 16 5 1042

Employed respondents 74 4 17 5 614

*The wording ofthe 1 980 question was somewhat different:
‘

‘Compared to 20years ago, do

you think the work most ofthe Canadian laborforce does now involves more or less skill and

independent judgment?”

general will increase in the future, with

growing insistence placed on post-

secondary credentials.

This consensus is shared across virtually

all social background divisions. There is

some tendency for those with post-

secondary educational attainments to be

more likely to expect that jobs requiring

less than postsecondary credentials will

decrease, but comparable majorities at all

levels of educational attainment share the

view that jobs requiring postsecondary
credentials will increase.

PART THREE:
Policy Options for Linking

Education and Employment
The very widespread current perception of
imbalances between job vacancies and job
seekers in terms of educational quali-

fications is consistent with the strong

preference expressed for job creation and
job training as government priorities in

previous OISE surveys (see Livingstone,

Hart, & Davie, 1985; compare Goldfarb,

1985). In the present survey, we have tried

to assess public preferences for alternative

policy options on several general issues of
training and employment linkages, as well

as on some linkage issues with specific

relevance to postsecondary education.

General Strategies for Linking Training and
Employment
Respondents were a?ked to choose among
possible approaches to reducing

unemployment among people with few job

skills. They were also asked to indicate

whether or not they supported the separa-

tion of technical and vocational education
from the high schools and the participation

of unions and staff associations in setting

up training programs and resolving other

issues related to technological change.

Unemployment rates in recent years

have been considerably higher among
those without a high school diploma than

among those with higher qualifications

(Statistics Canada, 1986). As Table 9

indicates, the majority of the Ontario

public feel that the best way to reduce

unemployment among people with few job
skills would be for the government to place

them in on-the-job training programs; while

over two-thirds think this would be the

best short-term strategy, a bare majority

feel it is also the best approach for the next

decade. Sponsoring these people to go
back to school is the second most popular

. . . the majority feel that the best

way to reduce unemployment

among people with few job skills

would be for the government to

place them in on-the-job training

programs . .

.

option, but even as a long-term strategy it is

supported by only about a quarter of the

respondents. The option of creating jobs

that require few skills attracts very little

support as either a long- or short-term

Table 8/“Over the next 20 years, what do you think will happen to the percentage ofjobs

where employers required each of the following levels of education?”

Educational

Requirement Increase

%

Stay

the

same
%

Decrease

%

Can’t say

/

Not stated

%
N

Percentage requiring

university degrees 64 24 8 4 1042

Percentage requiring

college certificates 64 26 6 4 1042

Percentage requiring high

school diplomas 43 28 25 4 1042

Percentage requiring less

than a high school diploma 24 24 47 5 1042
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Table 9/“Which of the following is the best

way for government to reduce unemploy-
ment among people with few job skills?”

Over Over
the next the next

2 years 10 years

% %

Create jobs

requiring few skills.

Place people in on
8 9

-the-job training.

Sponsor people to

68 50

go back to school.

Government should

14 27

not be involved.

Can’t say

/

7 9

Not stated 3 5

N 1042 1042

strategy, while the alternative of govern-

ment non-involvement (which presumably
would leave the problem to market forces)

is similarly unpopular.

With regard to social background differ-

ences, there is some tendency for those

with the lowest educational attainments to

favor job creation over more schooling,

while the more highly educated exhibit the

reverse tendency; also, corporate execu-

tives are more likely than those in other

occupational classes to reject government
involvement in solving the problem. But
across all of these social divisions,

on-the-job training is the preferred

strategy.

All previous OISE surveys have found

that the Ontario public’s highest curricular

priority for the high schools has been “job

training and career preparation” (Living-

stone, Hart, & Davie, 1985, p. 31). The
question of how secondary education can

achieve this objective has been a central

focus of the recent debate on high school

re-organization in Ontario (Ontario Minis-

try of Education/Ministry of Colleges and
Universities, 1980; Ontario Ministry of

Education, 1981). One alternative is the

consolidation of much of the technical and
vocational training of high school aged
youths under a new authority ad-

ministratively separated from the high

school system and, ideally at least, in

closer touch with the needs of employers.

This alternative has grown to quite massive
scale in Britain (Manpower Services

Commission, 1985; Benn & Fairley, 1986)

and has now attained the status of a

separate Ministry (of Skills Development)
in Ontario.

Table 10 summarizes the extent of public

support in Ontario for the proposition that

technical and vocational education should

be separated from the high schools. In a

1979 Ministry of Education survey, a small

majority expressed opposition to such
separation. In the current survey, the

public appears to have become somewhat
more divided on this issue, with, however,
a plurality still opposing the separation of

technical and vocational education from

Table 10/“Technical and vocational educa-

tion should be separated from the high

schools and conducted in a separate location

by other agencies such as business or in-

dustry.”

Agree

%

Dis-

agree

%

Neither/

Not
stated

%
N

All

respondents

1979* 30 52 19 1080

All

respondents

1986 39 45 16 1042

* Source: Ontario Ministry of Education.

Attitudes of the Public towards Schools in On-
tario. Toronto: Ontario Ministry of Educa-
tion, 1979. Three percent offered qualified

agreement.

the high schools. Only the least educated
seem somewhat more likely than other
social groups to find the separation of

vocational education from the high schools

appealing.

The extensive introduction of major
technological changes over the past decade
has been associated with serious workplace
disputes, many of which have de-

monstrated the inadequacy of traditional

Canadian bargaining agreements on this

... a plurality still oppose the

separation of technical and

vocational education from the

high schools . .

.

issue (see McDermott, 1987). We have
attempted to assess whether the Ontario

public currently considers that training and
the related employment aspects of tech-

nological change should be either em-
ployers’ prerogatives or decisions in which
unions and staff associations should par-

ticipate. As Table 11 demonstrates, there is

overwhelming public support for union and

staff association participation in deciding

on training issues related to new tech-

nology. There is also strong majority

support for employee participation in

decisions regarding the kind of technology,

the speed of implementation, and the

number of employees needed to operate

new technology.

Support for union and staff association

participation in decisions about training

issues related to new technology is nearly

unanimous across all social divisions.

However, on aspects of technological

change more directly related to immediate
conditions of employment, there are sharp

divisions between corporate executives as

the principal employers and most others,

especially non-managerial employees and
unemployed workers. Table 12 illustrates

these differences with regard to the most
contentious issue—the number of em-
ployees needed to operate new technology.

Postsecondary Strategies for Linking Educa-

tion and Employment
In our first article, we indicated the

dramatic change which has recently taken

Table ll/“Unions and staff associations in many Ontario workplaces have tried to

negotiate issues of technological change and its effects. Employers have often argued

that these are issues for management alone to decide. Do you think unions and staff

associations should participate in decision making on the following issues?”

Yes
%

No
%

Can’t say

/

Not stated

%
N

The kind of technology used in

the workplace 68 26 6 1042

The speed at which new
technology is introduced 66 27 7 1042

Training issues related to

new technology 80 13 7 1042

The number of employees needed
to operate new technology 61 30 9 1042
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Table 12/ Views on Union and Staff Association Participation in Staffing Decisions on
New Technology by Occupational Class.

Yes
%

No
%

Can’t say

/

Not Stated

%
N

All respondents 61 30 9 1042

Occupational class

Corporate executives 19 79 2 (118)

Small employers 49 41 10 37

Self-employed 51 40 9 39

Managers 53 39 8 48
Professional employees 63 30 7 119

Supervisors 69 26 5 95

Non-industrial workers 67 26 7 151

Industrial workers 71 21 8 101

Unemployed 74 17 9 34

Homemakers 63 26 11 191

Retired 52 35 13 119

Students 61 36 3 67

place in public assessments of the impor-

tance of higher education. At the same
time, we suggested that a simple interpreta-

tion of this re-evaluation as an expression

of interest in economic returns would be

incomplete. In 1986, two-thirds of our

respondents supported the position that the

government should aim at providing a

place in university for all with the ability

and interest. Only a quarter thought places

in university should be based on the need

for graduates in the workplace.
In light of the re-evaluation of higher

education profiled in our first article, we
focus here on public policy preferences

regarding higher education and the labor

market. These policy preferences deal

mainly with choices about future curricular

emphases in our universities and access to

post secondary education under conditions

of a surplus of graduates in the labor

market.

The 1986 survey repeated a question on
university curriculum originally developed
for the 1980 OISE survey. Respondents
were asked whether in the future more
emphasis should be placed on a broad
education in arts and science or on
job-oriented programs. As shown in Table

13, public preferences in 1980 and 1986 are

virtually identical. A majority in each year
want more emphasis placed on job-oriented

programs. Most others opt for the status

... a majority want more
emphasis placed on job-oriented
programs . .

.

quo, with only a small minority favoring

more emphasis on arts and science.

Differences in views associated with social

background have also been relatively

stable. In both years, support for greater

emphasis on job-oriented programs is

higher among those with lower educational

attainments; less than a majority of those

with university education hold this posi-

tion. (The gap may be widening due to a

change in views among those with only

elementary level education. In 1980, 59
percent of this group wanted more job

emphasis; in 1986, the figure is 71

percent.) Similarly, in both 1980

and 1986, corporate executives and pro-

fessional employees are most resistant to

placing greater emphasis on job-oriented
programs, with most supporting either the

status quo or a greater emphasis on a broad
arts and science education.

In 1986, we asked respondents two
questions regarding policy preferences

under conditions of an oversupply of

postsecondary graduates in the labor

market. The first question asked about
general policy direction—whether govern-

ment policy should focus on creating

appropriate jobs or on cutting back on
higher education. The second dealt spec-

ifically with the issue of imposing quotas

on admissions to postsecondary programs.

(This question had previously been in-

cluded in the 1979 and 1982 OISE surveys.)

As Table 14 indicates, approximately

two-thirds of respondents agree that where
the labor market does not provide approp-

riate jobs for all postsecondary graduates,

. . . approximately two-thirds

agree that the government should

try to create job opportunities

rather than cutting back on
higher education . .

.

the government should try to create job

opportunities rather than cutting back on
higher education. Corporate executives are

notable dissenters on this issue; 53 percent

reject the job-creation alternative. The
unemployed and students, conversely,

Table 13/“Thinking now about Ontario universities in the future,

best describes the emphasis you would like to see?”

which of the following

More
emphasis
on broad

education

in arts and
science

%

Same
as now
%

More
emphasis on
job-oriented

programs

%.

Can’t say/

Not Stated

%
N

All respondents

1980 5 32 58 5 1108

1986 8 29 58 5 1042

Education

Elementary 3 16 71 10 106

Secondary incomplete 3 26 64 8 194

Secondary complete 8 27 59 7 265

Non-university

postsecondary 9 29 60 1 264

University 16 38 44 2 213

Occupational class

Corporate executives 21 37 39 3 ( 118)

Small employers 5 40 52 3 37

Self-employed 5 28 57 10 39

Managers 10 25 66 0 48

Professional employees 19 37 41 3 119

Supervisors 12 19 67 2 95

Non-industrial workers 5 23 68 5 151

Industrial workers 5 29 62 5 101

Unemployed 7 46 48 0 34

Homemakers 6 25 60 9 191

Retired 8 25 61 7 119

Students 8 34 57 2 68
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offer the highest levels of support for a

job-creation policy.

Table 15 shows results of the question on

quotas for postsecondary programs. At

each opportunity—in 1979, in 1982, and in

1984—more than 50 percent of respondents

have rejected cutting back on university

places. However, in 1986, the proportion

opposing quotas appears to have risen

somewhat. In all years, though, greater

resistance to quotas is strongly associated

with higher educational attainments.

While, as noted above, corporate execu-

tives are more likely than other occupa-

tional classes to oppose government action

to create jobs even where there is an

oversupply of postsecondary graduates,

they are not more likely to support

postsecondary quotas. Their written com-
ments suggest that this response is dictated

by a belief in the efficiency of markets in

bringing supply and demand into balance.

Thus interventions designed either to

increase the demand for graduates (by

increasing the supply ofjobs) or to reduce

the supply of graduates (by cutting back on

higher education) are unpalatable to many
corporate executives. Overall, however,

there is little relationship between
respondents’ position on job creation

versus cutbacks in higher education and on

the issue of quotas.

The basic message in these findings

appears to be that the public supports

adapting what is taught in postsecondary

institutions to the needs of the labor force,

but is unwilling to consider any “rational-

ization” that would restrict overall access.

In the following discussion, we consider

the relationship among policy preferences,

evaluations of postsecondary education,

and beliefs about the future labor market for

the highly educated.

Values, Perceptions, and Policy Preferences

Without adequate 1979-86 data on changes

in several potential influences, it is

impossible to reach firm conclusions

regarding which ones are responsible for

Table 15/“The number of students admitted to university and community college

programs should be based primarily on the availability of jobs for graduates, even if

this keeps out qualified students who want these programs.”

Neither/

Agree
%

Disagree

%
Not stated

%
N

All respondents

1979 37 53 10 1084

1982 37 52 11 1050

1986 25 61 14 1042

Education
Elementary 32 39 30 106

Secondary incomplete 30 56 14 194

Secondary complete 31 55 13 265

Non-university

postsecondary 20 69 11 264

University 16 75 9 213

the sharp increase in the proportion of the

Ontario public who believe higher educa-

tion is “very important.” We can,

however, examine relations between cur-

rent ratings of the importance of higher

education and perceptions of the labor

market. Analysis of the 1986 survey results

reveals two clear patterns. First, per-

ceptions of current balances (or imba-

lances) in the supply and demand for

postsecondary graduates bear little

relationship to beliefs about the number of

jobs in the future which will require

postsecondary credentials. Second, only

beliefs about future job requirements bear

a relationship to assessments of the

importance of higher education. That is,

respondents who believe that the pro-

portion ofjobs requiring a university

degree will decrease in the future are less

likely to provide higher importance ratings

for postsecondary education. Alter-

natively, those offering low ratings of the

importance of higher education are less

likely to believe that university degrees and
community college certificates will be more
frequent job requirements in the future.

Table 14/“If the labor market does not have appropriate jobs for all postsecondary

graduates, the government should try to create suitable job opportunities, not cut

back on higher education.”

Agree

%
Disagree

%

Neither/

Not stated

%
N

All respondents 65 21 15 1042

Occupational class

Corporate executives 35 53 13 ( 118)

Small employers 56 21 23 37

Self-employed 52 33 16 39

Managers 54 36 10 48

Professional employees 60 24 16 119

Supervisors 56 30 14 95

Non-industrial workers 67 22 11 151

Industrial workers 68 15 17 101

Unemployed 79 13 9 34

Homemakers 67 15 18 191

Retired 62 21 17 119

Students 83 7 10 67

Table 16/Importance Accorded Higher

Education and Beliefs about the Proportion

of Future Jobs
Credentials.

Requiring Postsecondary

Expect Increase in

Proportion of

Jobs Requiring:

Importance of

university or Community
college University college

education degree certificate

% %

Very
important

Fairly

71 66

64important

Not too

55

important 47 46

Can’t say/

Not stated 56 44

These results are summarized in Table 16.

Those who favor linking places in

universities and community colleges to

market demand and those who favor

providing places to all who can benefit hold

virtually the same views of the future labor

market: the majority expect the pro-

portion ofjobs requiring university degrees

and community college certificates to

increase. Only marginal differences appear

between these two groups regarding sup-

port for a policy ofjob creation in response

to an oversupply of graduates in the

market. There are much sharper differ-

ences, however, regarding views on

quotas. Forty-five percent of those who
want places in postsecondary institutions

linked to market demand agree with

imposing quotas where there are shortfalls

in demand for graduates; only 18 percent of

respondents who support the provision of

university places for all who can benefit

support quotas under these circumstances.

However, beliefs about the future labor

market are only marginally related to the

quotas issue, with the minority who believe

a decreasing proportion ofjobs in the

future will require postsecondary creden-
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tials being somewhat more likely to

support quotas.

The above suggests that values regarding

higher education have a substantial impact

on at least one short-term policy—the

imposition of quotas. Those who hold that

postsecondary institutions should be open
to all who can benefit appear unwilling to

support program quotas even as a tactical

response to market conditions. Those who
hold that postsecondary institutions should

be linked to the market are much more
willing to support this option. This division

between respondents on the policy issue of

quotas exists side by side with their

consensus on the future shape of the labor

force and their only minimal disagreement

on the more strategic question of whether
job creation or cutbacks in higher educa- £
tion is the appropriate response to an

°

oversupply of graduates in the labor

market. o

Finally, neither the respondents’ prefer- «j

red criteria for providing places in post- a

secondary institutions, nor beliefs about £
future demand for university graduates are §

related to preferences regarding university
|

curriculum. Support for providing places in o

university for all does not correspond with ^
a particular orientation to a broad arts and %

science education. A belief that an ~

increasing proportion ofjobs will require
|

university credentials is not associated

with particular support for emphasis on ~

job-oriented programs in the curriculum. £

Summary

A plurality of respondents who were
employed at the time of our survey

indicated that they used their formal

education “a great deal” or “quite a lot”

in their work or career. Those with

postsecondary education, corporate execu-

tives and professional employees, are the

most likely to report extensive use of their

formal education. Thirty percent of

employed respondents believe their educa-

tion entitles them to a better job than they

have been able to get. Such entitlement

beliefs are most likely to be expressed by
industrial and non-industrial workers.

A majority of respondents think there

are currently more job seekers than jobs

available at the respective levels of

educational entry requirements. More than

a quarter think there are surplus applicants

for all types ofjobs. Surpluses of unskilled

workers are most frequently cited as the

most important problem in the Ontario

labor market, followed by surpluses of

postsecondary graduates and shortages of

some types of skilled workers.

The majority of working people in

Ontario appear to share the perception that

formal educational requirements for their

own kind ofjob have increased over the

past 20 years and that the impact of recent

technological change has been to continue

to increase their training requirements.

Dissenting perceptions are strongest among
those whose current jobs require less than

a high school diploma. However, there is a

more pervasive belief among the entire

adult population that there has been a

general skill upgrading of the work done by
most of the labor force over the past 20

years, and that over the next 20 years the

proportions ofjobs requiring post-

secondary educational credentials are most
likely to increase.

With regard to general strategies for

linking training and employment, there is

both short-term and long-term majority

support for government-sponsored, on-

the-job training programs as the preferable

way to reduce unemployment among the

least skilled. The Ontario public is

currently divided over whether technical

and vocational education should be sepa-

rated from the high school system. There is

a strong consensus that unions and staff

associations should participate in decisions

about training issues related to tech-

nological change; there is also majority

support for their participation in related

employment issues such as the kind of
technology to be used, the speed of
implementation, and staffing

levels—although corporate executives offer

strong disagreement on these latter issues.

There is a substantial consensus that

job-oriented programs should receive grea-

ter emphasis in university. This policy is

supported not only by those who want the

number of places in postsecondary educa-
tion linked to market requirements, but by
respondents who reject this criterion.

However, less than a majority of the

university educated subscribe to this view.

Approximately two-thirds of respondents
agree that in the face of an oversupply of
postsecondary graduates in the labor

market, the government should move to

create job opportunities rather than cut

back on higher education. While respon-

dents who favor providing places in

postsecondary institutions according to

market demand are less likely than others

to favor job creation, it remains the

majority choice even here. However, only
a quarter of corporate executives support I y

government attempts at job creation.

Finally, a majority of respondents are

opposed to placing quotas on post-
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secondary programs in line with avail-

ability ofjobs for graduates. Those who
think the government should attempt to

provide places in university and com-
munity college for all with the ability and

interests are much less likely than others to

accept the idea of quotas.

Overall, then, the Ontario public now
tends to see skill upgrading ofjobs as the

prevalent historical trend, and to believe

this trend will continue with increasing

proportions of future jobs requiring post-

secondary education. Although there is

very widespread perception of a current

surplus of university graduates for the

available jobs, this is generally seen as a

less serious educational problem than the

large number of people with minimal job
skills and educational attainments. While

on-the-job training is the preferred, im-

mediate response to unemployment of the

unskilled, the public remains more reluc-

tant about the more general and radical

option of removing technical and voca-

tional education from the high schools. In

spite of consistently expressing a majority

view that universities should put more
emphasis on job-oriented programs, the

Ontario public has also shown growing
majority opposition to tying postsecondary
enrolment levels to the availability ofjobs,

as well as little support for cutting back on
higher education. The general anticipation

of continuing increases in educational

requirements for jobs, and similarly general

reluctance to restrict access to educational

programs, are both consistent with the

growing support for increased funding for

all levels of education that we documented
in our first article. Thus, there is little

indication in these survey findings that

current conditions of unemployment and
underemployment have yet shaken an
abiding faith of the Ontario public in the

capacity of established forms of education

to provide a vital means for coping with the

future. The next OISE survey, to be
conducted in the fall of 1988, will be
especially interested in assessing the

stability of this belief.

Notes

1 . There are parallels here with the results

of a study by Derber (1978) of “educa-
tional” and “general” entitlement beliefs

among the unemployed. For a different

perspective, see Smith (1986).

2. More highly aggregated measures of

educational attainments are used in Tables
5 and 6 in line with our calculation of a

conservative measure of under/over-

employment. Educational attainments and
educational entry requirements ofjobs are

grouped as follows: regarding attainments

“no high school diploma” includes those

with no formal schooling or less than high

school completion; and regarding require-

ments, it includes jobs with no specific

requirements or requirements below a high

school diploma. The “high school diplo-

ma” categories include attainments and
requirements of a high school diploma or

partial postsecondary programs, e.g., some
community college or some university

education. The “postsecondary certi-

ficate” categories cover attainments and
requirements of a community college

certificate or university degree. Our mea-
sure of “attainment-requirement match”
is obtained by subtracting the collapsed

measure of educational attainments from
the collapsed measure ofjob requirements.

A negative score indicates educational

attainments exceed requirements and the

individual is underemployed. A positive

score shows that requirements exceed
attainments and the individual is under-

educated. A zero score represents a match
between attainments and requirements.
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Addressing the Needs of the Concrete

There continues to be ongoing debate

among educators, politicians, and the

tax-paying public as to how well our

educational system is serving the needs of

our youth. The fact that the majority of

students do not go on to higher education,

or often even finish secondary school,

would seem to be an indictment of our
ability to serve the needs of students who
are not academic abstract achievers, but

may possess above average concrete

learning skills.

Dale E. Shuttleworth

To quote the Report of the Special Senate

Committee on Youth (1986):

“While it is the responsibility of schools to

prepare youth for the next stage in their life

in the work force, they must do it in a way
which balances practical and more general

preparation. Unfortunately, the effect of

many curricula is to polarize students.

Academic courses serve the “achievers”
and the 33% most likely to continue their

schooling in post-secondary institutions.

Specific skills training meets the needs of

those who have already decided that they

wish to pursue a certain vocation. For
those who are somewhere between the

two, the scenario is not as promising. They
see little relevance in the courses they are

taking as they lead neither to a guaranteed

job nor to higher education. ...”

These concerns are not new to educa-

tion. In 1915, the educational philosopher,

John Dewey, in his essay entitled

“Vocational Aspects of Education” stated:

“An occupation is a continuous activity

having a purpose. Education through

occupations consequently combines within

itself more of the factors conducive to

learning than any other method. It calls

instincts and habits into play; it is a foe to

passive receptivity. . . . Since the move-
ment of activity must be progressive,

leading from one stage to another, observa-

tion and ingenuity are required at each
stage to overcome obstacles and to

discover and readapt means of execution
. . . Such organization of knowledge is

vital, because it has reference to needs; it

is so expressed and readjusted in action

that it never becomes stagnant.”

In more recent times, research into

student learning styles and brain behavior
has shown that the human brain consists of
two potentially independent mental sys-

tems. To quote Frederick Staley (1980):

“The left hemisphere, for most people, is

the site of logical, analytical, linear and
propositional thought. Tt has primary

Dr. Dale Shuttleworth is Assistant Superinten-

dent of Program-Community Services at the

Board of Education for the City of York.

control not only of the right side of the

body but of such functions as talking,

reading, writing, mathematical calculation,

immediate verbal recall, time sense, order

and most activities involving linguistic and
numerical processes.

“The right hemisphere controls the left

side of the body and perhaps more
importantly it is the locus of intuitive,

imaginative, metaphoric and holistic think-

ing. As such, it controls dreaming,

fantasizing, special perception, body
awareness and movement, tactile sensa-

tions, visual memory, and perhaps many of

our emotions. The right hemisphere is

virtually nonverbal. ...”

How is this research being applied to the

60 percent of Ontario students who do not

finish high school?

Developing a Strategy

My first experiences serving the needs of

the “concrete learner” were in the 1960s

as a school-community worker in an

elementary school (K-6) located in a large

public housing area in North York. As part

of my duties, I was expected to counsel

children (mostly boys) who were having

behavioral problems in their primary and

junior classrooms. I soon found that

traditional Rogerian counselling was use-

less because, frankly, besides initially

being very distrustful of me these children

lacked verbal skills. It was only when I

formed “social development groups,” with

the help of our school psychologist, that I

started to make any impact on their lives.

Social development groups were a form

of activity group therapy drawn from the

work of S. R. Slavson (1961). Each group

of six was made up of two aggressive,

acting out children, two who were passive

and withdrawn, and two who might be

classed as social isolates in that they had

real difficulty in forming relationships and

tended to be victimized, particularly on the

playground. The important aspect of our

weekly two-hour group sessions was
mostly non-verbal communication, relying

upon such activities as crafts, model
building, puppetry, active games, short

excursions in the neighborhood or field

trips to parks and other places of interest,

such as the museum or science centre. Out
of these experiences, new skills and
abilities emerged which were valued.

Lasting positive relationships were formed

which were transferred to the classroom

and playground. In my first year, I made 32

court visits with these children. Two years

after the project was in place, the incidence

of court appearances was reduced to just

two occasions during the year.

These remarkable results gave me a new
sense of insight into needs of socially

disadvantaged children. Non-verbal, tactile

experience was the only way to really

reach them and to form lasting relation-

ships. Unfortunately, this type of behavior

was generally not appreciated or under-

stood in the classroom where mostly

abstract learning skills were rewarded.

Consequently, I was able to identify, at the

grade 3 level, those children who would be

future school-leavers, often before their

16th birthday. In fact, they were already

mental drop-outs at the age of eight.

Other responsibilities in operating an

evening drop-in centre confirmed my
theory that the only way to reach street

youth was through some form of physical

concrete experience such as informal

games, music, dance, and craft activities.

It was obvious that hands-on expression

was the primary focus in their lives.

Academics, at best, were an incidental

influence. It was no wonder that the great

majority of the 200 fourteen to twenty year

olds who frequented the drop-in centre had
already left school.

During the 1970s in the City of Toronto,

I experimented with a variety of educa-

tional/training programs in which school-

leavers were formed into small enterprise

groups to develop employment-related

skills in such areas as paper-recycling,

wood craft, furniture refinishing, and food

service and catering. Each cottage industry

also had an incidental academic learning

component; a teacher was assigned to the

workplace to offer upgrading and lifeskills

on a withdrawal basis (see Shuttleworth,

1979).

During the 1980s, this education in the

workplace concept has become a major

department of the York Board of Educa-
tion’s Adult Day School combining skills-

training and upgrading in basic literacy,

numeracy, and English as a Second
Language within such small community-
based business enterprises as renovation

and construction, industrial maintenance,

health care aides, day care assistants,

industrial sewing, bus driving, home repair,
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Learner in the Post-Industrial Age
(age 12-15) may choose the TVEI option

which includes the core academic subjects

plus technological training in such areas as

craft, design, and technology (CDT),
computing, control and modular tech-

nology, and micro-electronics.

The CDT Program, which replaces

industrial arts at the high school level, is a

multidisciplinary approach which focusses

on individual projects which require stu-

dents to invent, design, and fabricate a

product using a variety of materials and
technology (e.g., hydraulics, pneumatics,

and micro-electronics). Students also re-

ceive dramatic arts and experiential learn-

ing components including work experience

and outdoor education through Project

Trident, a joint undertaking of private

industry and the School Authority.

Programs are also in place to teach

science and technology as part of the

primary curriculum. Older primary school

children (age 9-11) are introduced to a

variety of hands-on design experiences

including the analysis of problems, the

consideration of alternative solutions, deci-

sion making, action, and finally an

evaluation of the outcomes and their

effects.

The Youth Training Scheme (YTS) was
introduced in 1983 to provide high school

leavers (age 15-16) with employment
experience in business and industry or the

public sector. YTS guarantees 78 weeks of

planned work plus 26 weeks of off-the-job

training and education. Trainees initially

receive £27.30 ($52.96 Cdn.) per week,
increasing to £35 ($67.90 Cdn.) after 12

months, as well as holiday entitlement,

travel expenses, and a YTS certificate at

the end of the program.

More recently, the British government,
with funding provided by the National
Westminster Bank, has embarked
on a scheme to put schools in business.

Every secondary and middle school in

England and Wales will be able to get a

grant of £30 ($58.20 Cdn.) toward the cost

of setting up a mini-enterprise to introduce

youngsters to the practicalities of industrial

and commercial management. What are the

implications of these British programs for

Canadian schools?

Curriculum Renewal
As a developing agricultural economy in

the 19th century, Canada was built on a

base of local enterprise. Our 20th-century

economy has focussed on manufacturing

and resource industries, but these tradi-

tional sources of employment are now
declining in the post-industrial age. It is

estimated that no more than 24 percent of

Canadians will work in manufacturing by
1990 (Statistics Canada, 1984).

The major sources of new jobs will be in

the service industries in both the public

and private sectors. This includes govern-

mental services, business services, per-

sonal services, and voluntary services.

Approximately 70 percent of Canadians
are currently employed in small

enterprises with less than 100 employees.

(“Small Business Called Biggest Job

Creator,” 1986). It has also been said that

the voluntary not-for-profit sector currently

contributes twice as much to the Gross
National Product as does the forestry

industry.

Although Canada possesses a strong

natural resource base, it has often been
dependent on other nations to develop and

market its inventions. To compete in the

post-industrial age, we must strengthen our

courier services, restaurant services,

landscaping, office skills, and furniture

upholstery.

Another component of this employment
preparation package has been training in

how to be successful in a small business.

Since more than 70 percent of Canadians

work for firms with less than 100

employees, programs in entrepreneurial

skills and worker ownership were added to

the training package.

In September, 1986, MacTECH, a new
alternative school program in integrated

machine technologies, was established

utilizing accommodation at George Harvey

Collegiate Institute and Standard-Modern

Technologies—Canada’s largest machine

tool manufacturer. Students utilize indi-

vidual learning modules to develop skills in

machine tool operation, electronics, com-
puter control, and micro-technologies, as

well as traditional academic skills. After

achieving a secondary school diploma,

they are able to continue and secure a

Humber College certificate in machine

technologies—all offered in the same
facilities. The program stresses personal

initiative, problem-solving, inventiveness,

and self-reliance to better prepare students

for the workplace of the 21st century.

Allof these experiences have confirmed

my belief that there is a way to reach the

majority of students who are not successful

in school. We must begin much earlier to

create an educational environment where
concrete learning skills are encouraged and
valued.

The British Experience

How should our curriculum and program
be reformed to recognize the needs of the

concrete learner? In Britain, where youth

unemployment has reached 25 percent,

there has been a demand for major changes
in educational practice to recognize eco-

nomic and social realities. In 1982, in

response to a demand for more “capability

education,” the British Manpower Ser-

vices Commission introduced the Tech-
nical and Vocational Initiative Program
(TVEI). In general, high school students
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innovative and entrepreneurial skills to

access world markets and decrease eco-

nomic dependencies. This process of
economic renewal must begin in the local

micro-economic sphere to ensure that

these skills and the necessary attitudes

become part of the cultural fabric. Because
of large-scale unemployment and
underemployment among our youth, this

could be a crucial time to launch an
educational strategy which brings together

commercial, governmental, and voluntary

sectors.

Strategies in the Schools to Develop Concrete Skills and Entrepreneurism

Concrete materials such as wooden blocks, 'umber, bricks, sticks, tubing, stones,

plastic sheeting, etc. would be recognized as essential learning resources in the

primary classroom.

Each room or space would have one or more work benches with simple tools with

which children would be encouraged to create and invent technology.

Visual arts activities would stress craft and design and use a wide variety of media
including surplus materials from industry.

Children as early as grade 1 would begin to learn how the provision of goods and

services are essential to employment and economic well being.

Students would undertake community service projects related to the needs of older

adults and disabled people (e.g., intergenerational visiting, folding of dressings and
bandages, art and craft activities to improve residential decor, etc.

Classroom enterprises might include envelope stuffing for voluntary organizations,

fund-raising projects such as bake sales and flea markets in which children would
actually participate in the making, collecting, and selling of goods.

Field trips would include visits to a variety of manufacturing and service industries.

At the junior level, concrete materials would also include lego and meccano sets,

gears and pulleys, hydraulic and pneumatic kits, electronic assembly boards,

patterns and cloth, sewing machines, modeling clay, and micro-computer
equipment.

Students in the junior grades would be encouraged to develop their own classroom

industries and business ventures including all the essentials of a business plan.

Proceeds from the sale of goods and services could finance field visits or be donated

to the voluntary sector.

Community service projects would stress problem solving, program planning, and
implementation, e.g., support to preschool and older adult programs, friendly

visiting, and environmental improvement.

An inventory of community needs and resources would be developed to establish

priorities for service projects and small business ventures.

At the intermediate and senior levels, students would be expected to develop and
implement their own business ventures or service projects either as entrepreneurs

or in worker co-operatives.

Basic principles of market research, merchandising, inventory control, securing

funding and venture capital would be taught through practical experience.

Students would design and create their own products or services utilizing a full

range of manipulative and communication skills.

Both intermediate and senior students would spend extended periods of time in

manufacturing and service settings, not just in co-operative education, but as part

of specific work projects to gain on-the-job training and through mentorships with

tradespeople.

Existing vocational shops would increasingly be devoted to enterprise development
and the production of marketable goods and services which would not compete
with existing private sector interests.

Students at all levels would be encouraged to develop artistic abilities and craft

skills to produce marketable products.

Such a process of renewal must include

both elementary and secondary schools if

we are to develop in our youth the skills

and attitudes of self-reliance, co-operative

problem-solving, marketing and entre-

preneurism, innovative practice, voluntary

action, and community development.

Conclusion

As the manufacturing industry, dominated
by robotics and cheap off-shore labor, will

no longer be a major source of employ-
ment, the 21st century workforce may turn

out to have much in common with the

pioneers of the 19th century. While the

information age may produce some new
jobs for the accomplished abstract

achiever, what about the needs of the

concrete learner? Many service sector jobs

do require concrete skills, but are our

young people prepared to assume these

positions? How can we be assured that

Canadians will be able to harness and
develop their creative skills and inventive

abilities? How will we ensure the right of

the individual to secure employment and to

maintain an adequate standard of living?

It is my belief that public education must
undergo a radical transformation if it is to

be relevant or even exist in the next

century. The strategy outlined in this

article does not mean to imply that we
abandon abstract learning, but rather

recognize the importance of concrete

expression in human development. It may
well be that those who gain confidence as

concrete achievers may ultimately be much
better abstract learners.

We do know, however, that the nature of

the social and economic order is changing

and we are no longer dependent on large

institutional structures to deliver a service.

Future employment opportunities will also'

be quite different— more decentralized and

more related to personal and business

services. We must re-discover the age of

concrete learning to produce hands-on

skills, inventiveness, and entrepreneurial

zeal—qualities which were so important in

the pre-industrial age.
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L’Ontario frangais de 1’ecole au marche du travail

Bernard Courte, Centre de recherches

en education franco-ontarienne, IEPO

Comme !e demontre un document intitule

Les francophones lets qu’ils sont, les franco-

phones s’en tirent moins bien que les

non-francophones sur le marche du travail

ontarien. Quel role l’ecole de langue

fran?aise peut-elle jouer pour contribuer a

la resolution de ce probleme? Afin de

mieux cerner cette question, nous repren-

drons d’abord des extraits de cet ouvrage
prepare par l’ACFO.

Survol demographique

La population ontarienne est concentree a

77% dans les regions du Centre et du
Sud-Ouest. A l’echelle de la societe

globale, ces deux regions sont done les

plus importantes sur les plans economique,
politique et autres. Du point de vue de la

communaute franco-ontarienne, e’est

toutefois les regions de l'Est et du
Nord-Est qui predominent, puisqu’on y
trouve 70% de la population francophone.

Les strategies de developpement
economique regional peuvent alors dif-

ficilement coincider pour les deux groupes
linguistiques: les regions centrales du point

de vue franco-ontarien sont des regions

peripheriques du point de vue ontarien. (p.

12 )

Le marche du travail

Les divisions d’activite economique les

plus accueillantes a 1’egard des franco-

phones des deux sexes, celles ou ils se

trouvent en plus grand nombre que ne le

justifie la part qu’ils occupent au sein de la

main-d’oeuvre totale (5,4%), sont plutot

marginales dans l’organisation economique
de la province: les mines, composees a

24% par une main-d’oeuvre francophone;

1’exploitation des forets (23%),
l’administration publique (10%) et la

construction (6%). Ailleurs, et

particulierement dans les industries qui

The Centre for Franco-Ontarian Studies in

Education is attempting to help schools

contribute to Franco-Ontarian students’ social

mobility (in French ) through a project on

Franco-Ontarian students’ access to post-

secondary education and non-traditional careers.

servent de moteur a 1’activite

economique, les francophones n’occupent
pas la part d’emplois qui leur revient:

commerce (4,8%), industries manufac-
turieres (4,2%) et finances (4,0%). (p. 18)

Les sans voix

Dans son etude sur les niveaux de

scolarite, 1’ACFO a retenu le nombre de
personnes ayant une huitieme annee ou
moins d’etudes, les considerant “analpha-

betes fonctionnels”. Elle a constate qu’un

tiers des Franco-Ontariens ages de 25 a 64

ans pouvaient entrer dans cette categorie,

soit deux fois plus que chez les non-fran-

cophones. Dans leur rapport intitule

Education et besoins des Franco-Ontariens: Le
diagnostic d’un systeme d’ education, Chur-

chill, Frenette et Quazi soulignent que cet

etat des choses decoule d’un manque
d’ecoles de langue fran^aise

jusqu’a la Andes annees

60 (rappelons que ce

nest que depuis 1968

que les ecoles

secondaires
fran?aises sont

subventionnees).

Ajoutons les problemes d’acces aux
institutions postsecondaires et un haut taux

de decrochage. Pierre Quirouette, du

Centre regional d’Ottawa, s’est penche sur

la question dans un projet subventionne

par le ministere de l’Education intitule

Decrocheurs francophones: une etude du

depistage des decrocheurs probables au sein

des ecoles secondaires frangaises de /’ Ontario.

Les voies d’avenir

S’il y a un avenir pour la francophonie

ontarienne, il se trouve garantit par un

cadre juridique et politique qui definit le

statut des ecoles frangaises et du frangais

en Ontario. L’annee 1986 demeure une
annee historique pour l’Ontario fran?ais: la

loi 30 permet aux conseils scolaires

separees d’offrir le programme scolaire

complet; la loi 75 remet aux francophones

la gestion de leurs ecoles en creant des

CELF, ou Conseil de l’enseignement en

langue frangaise, a l’interieur des conseils

scolaires qui administrent des modules
scolaires de langue fran?aise; et la loi 8

garantit les services gouvernementaux en
fran?ais. L’impact de ces lois sur le

systeme d’education franco-ontarien s’est

deja fait ressentir.

Dans undesird’aider les ecoles acontribuera

la mobilite sociale des francophones en tant

que francophones (sans qu’ils aient a

s’assimiler a la majorite), le CREFO, ou
Centre de recherches en education

franco-ontarienne—l’un des cinq centres

internes de l’lnstitut—travaille actuelle-

ment sur un projet intitule Les eleves

franco-ontariens et I'acces a /’ education post-

secondaire et aux carrieres non traditionelles

(chercheure principale: Monica Heller;

assistantes de recherche: Mary-Ellen

Campbell et Andree Tremblay).

Son objectif est de developper du
materiel pedagogique qui encouragera les

eleves des niveaux intermediaire et

superieur a poursuivre des etudes post-

secondaires et a s’orienter vers les

carrieres ou les Franco-Ontarienne s et les

Franco-Ontariens sont sous-representes,

soit les domaines de la gestion, des

sciences et de la technologie. Des activites

pedagogiques toucheront l’utilisation du
fran?ais comme langue d’enseignement et

comme langue de travail ainsi que la

presentation des carrieres non tradition-

nelles comme etant des alternatives pos-

sibles pour les Franco-Ontariens et, plus

particulierement, pour les Franco-

Ontariennes.

La trousse sera con^ue de fa?on a

permettre aux enseignantes et aux enseig-

nants ainsi qu’aux orienteurs de l’adapter a

leurs besoins locaux et elle sera mise a

l’essai dans les cinq regions de 1’Ontario a

l’automne 1987. La personne ressource

pour ce projet est Mary-Ellen Campbell
(telephone: [416] 923-6641, poste 2323).

Sources:

ACFO (Association canadienne-fran?aise

de 1’ Ontario), Lesfrancophones tels qu’ils

sont—Regard sur le monde du travail

franco-ontarien, Ottawa, 1986 (2e edition).

Stacy Churchill, Normand Frenette, Saeed
Quazi, Education et besoins des Franco-

Ontariens: Le diagnostic d’ un systeme

d’education—Volume 1 : Problemes de T en-

semble du systeme, Conseil de l’education

franco-ontarienne, Toronto, 1985.
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From School toWork
in the Two Germanies

Wolfgang Horner

The relationship between the worlds of

school and work is a subject of interest not

only for educational administrators in

various countries but also for international

organizations such as UNESCO and
OECD. Most recently, the International

Conference of Education in Geneva made a

recommendation concerning the creation of

closer ties between schools and the

productive world. The recommendation
stands in evident contrast to the actual

difficulties experienced in introducing

work-related material to an academic

curriculum.

It is striking to find that a number of

British publications, such as the Finniston

Report on the engineering profession in the

U.K., contrast the German notion of

Technik to the English idea of technology.

The German notion is seen as suggesting a

closer relationship to productive reality,

and so as crystallizing a “third culture”

between the arts and sciences. (C. P.

Snow’s concept of two cultures—one
scientific and one literary—is used in

elaborating this notion.) The fact that this

“third culture” has deep roots in the

German mind, as among Scandinavian

people generally, is presented as an

explanation for their relative economic
success, even in periods of crisis, as well

as for the strength of their export-oriented

industries. This industrial performance is

contrasted to Britain’s weak industrial

position.

From such a perspective, an analysis of

programs that link school and work in the

two Germanies may hold special interest.

In addition, we may be eager to discover

the real effects of the so-called technical

mentality within two different social

systems. Because the comparison high-

lights the role of ideology in bringing about

a rapprochement between school and

work, it also puts into perspective the

supposed influence of the German national

character.

Dr. Wolfgang Horner is a researcher in the

Comparative Education Research Centre of the

Institutfur Pddagogik, Ruhr-Universitdt

Bochum, West Germany. “School to Work in

the Two Germanies’’ was translatedfrom
French by Ruth Hayhoe.

School and Work in the Federal Republic of

Germany
Any analysis of the relationship between
school and work in West Germany should

start with two special characteristics of its

traditional educational system:

1 . A selective secondary school system. From
the age of 10, students are sorted into three

types of schools of differing levels of

academic difficulty and prestige.

2. A system ofprofessional training based on
apprenticeships. This system embraces the

whole of the trained manpower force

except for cadres and workers who are

trained on the job. It is called a dual

system because it combines the students’

“theoretical formation" in school with their

practical training (which takes up 80% of

the time). Since in periods of economic

crisis many matriculated high school

graduates take apprenticeship training

before entering university, professional

training enjoys relatively high prestige.

Under this system, it seemed unnecessary

to provide within a general academic
education any initiation into the world of

work. Rather, linkages between school and
work took an institutional form through

professional training. At the same time,

they were based on a strict distinction

between academic education and profes-

sional training.

This strict division of functions was
modified for the first time during the 1960s,

when “Education in Labor” was initiated.

It was introduced as a subject in the

popular stream of secondary education

which both has the lowest prestige and
leads only to apprenticeship programs. The
new subject was considered, first of all, as

contributing to personal culture, or as

bringing some balance to a traditional

intellectual education. A broader view of

education—of head, heart, and hand— was

invoked along the lines of Pestalozzi’s

famous formula. For another part, the

subject had a pre-professional training

function, since it was supposed to lead the

students to an understanding of the work
milieu which would contribute to their

subsequent success in a professional

training program. Education in Labor
involved an understanding of the main
workings of the economic system and the

elementary rules of labor, particularly

related to craftsmanship, and a knowledge
of the basic tools and most commonly used
machines. Finally, the new subject was to

help students become used to such
work-related values as diligence, precision,

and punctuality.

This new subject was introduced in all

the provinces (Lander) of West Germany
yet implemented in very different ways. As
in Canada, education is a strong point of
federalism in West Germany. Nonetheless,
for the most part, Education in Labor
consists of three different elements, or

subjects: technology, economics, and
domestic economy. Taking the area of

technology, which is closest to the world of
work, the theoretical demands of the

program are impressive particularly since

they are required of weaker students. In

fact, the program follows the classification

used in the training of engineers: produc-
tion technology; machine technology;

information technology: and building tech-

nology.

At the heart of this curriculum is a

concern to stimulate the capacity to solve

technical problems, which means the

development of certain creative abilities.

Teaching takes place within the school,

with the exception of a few visits to

companies and a four-week internship

which is offered at the end of the program
and is supposed to help students in making
career choices.

While great claims are made for this new
educational project, its achievements are

much more modest. There is always a lack

of materials and tools needed for complex
technical creations and a shortage of
teachers able to teach technical subjects

(even in a time of high unemployment
among qualified teachers). These problems
are so prevalent that the technical elements
in the program are often sacrificed for

lessons in pure economic theory. Further-

more, even if there are adequate conditions
\

in terms of materials and teaching person-

nel, it is not possible to count on the

educational background of the students
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themselves. Even in the highest classes,

one often has to start from the most
fundamental concepts. Therefore careful

preparation is needed if students are to

achieve even some of the objectives set

forth for Education in Labor. The value of
such learning as an initiation into the real

world of production is limited.

In the two other more “prestigious”

streams of secondary education, attempts

to introduce students to the world of

production are almost entirely absent in

spite of the call made by certain social

groups that an initiation into technology is

needed in order to overcome the

“technophobia” of some young people. If

labor education is offered as an elective to

students in the academic streams, it is

scheduled at the same time as the second
foreign language option (necessary for

entrance into higher level studies) and
therefore chosen only by the weakest
students.

The concept of Technik in the Federal

Republic of Germany therefore can really

not be called a “third culture,” but

consists, at the level of the school, in a

much more modest attempt at pre-profes-

sional socialization. It is only outside of the

school during the student’s apprenticeship

that Technik becomes a principal element in

the training process.

School and Work in the Democratic German
Republic

The fact that East Germany is a Soviet-

style socialist republic is reflected at the

level of educational policy in the estab-

lishment of a uniform educational system.

At the core of this system are ten years of
common schooling, providing both general

and polytechnical education for all stu-

dents. Only after the completion of this

basic education is a minority of students

selected for admission to a second level

which leads to matriculation and the right

to be admitted to higher education. The
majority of graduates from the common
school go into professional training along

the lines of German tradition—that is an
apprenticeship in industry complemented
by some theoretical instruction in school.

In contrast to West Germany, these

professional schools are organized by the

large nationalized companies, with the

result that professional training comes
under one unified administration. Further-

more, all students who do not enter higher

education are obliged to follow some kind
of professional training.

The establishment of the common school
was accompanied by a revision of tradi-

tional curricula in the name of

“polytechnical education” which is rooted
in the educational ideas of Marx. Polytech-
nical education was gradually imple-

mented, and at the beginning followed the

same evolution as had occurred in the

Soviet Union. First, polytechnicalism was
applied as a principle for teaching tradi-

tional disciplines, most notably the

sciences. Then attempts were made to

implement a professionalized polytechnical

education, that is to say, one that carried

out a full basic professional training.

Only in the late 1960s did East Germany
develop its own model of polytechnical

education adapted to the particular condi-

tions of the German training system. The
main point is that it was necessary to

accommodate the system of professional

training that had already developed with a

“professionalized” polytechnical educa-
tion. East German educational theorists

thus tried to find a compromise between
academic education, with its peculiar

limitations, and polytechnical educational

theory, which takes as its starting point the

unity of school learning and labor within

productive enterprises. This compromise
was expressed in the curricular distinction

made from the first grade on between the

theoretical teaching of technology and
economics and activities of a practical

nature. From the seventh grade on, this

distinction takes the form of two separate

subjects: Introduction to Socialist Produc-
tion and Productive Labor in Enterprises.

Four to five hours a week are set aside for

polytechnical education.

However, labor within factories has been
partially “academicized.” Jobs in the

productive process are reserved, to the

extent that conditions permit, for students

in the final year of common school. In this

way, it seems possible to reconcile the

demands of a structured apprenticeship

with experience in the real world of

production.

In a general way, the subject Productive

Labor is intended to motivate students

while they are still in school. The things

which students manufacture are supposed,

from the very beginning, to be “socially

useful,” which in fact means saleable.

Thanks to the system of sponsorship,

commercial enterprises have real control

over the assemblage of productive ac-

tivities within the school, even before the

students actually work in enterprise.

Thanks to the partial academicization of
productive labor, it is possible to see the

totality of polytechnical education as an
important element in the harmonious
(multifaceted) development of the

“socialist personality.” This general aim is

translated into four principal objectives of
polytechnical education. It should

1. introduce students to the theoretical

foundations of technology;

2. make them capable of practical tech-

nical activities;

3. prepare them for future professional

activity through transmitting a general

aptitude for labor; and
4. educate them in the spirit of socialism
through providing experience in production
and contact with model workers.

As far as the technical domains dealt

with are concerned, these programs cover
subjects parallel to those covered in the

technical training of apprentices in West
Germany. However, this parallel may be

somewhat misleading since teachers in

East Germany can base their teaching on
the technical knowledge students have
gained in the primary level. At the

secondary level, it is possible for them to

approach technical concepts in a much
more detailed way.
More generally, the problems of material

and personnel shortages noted in West
Germany are less serious in East Germany.
The system of sponsorship ensures that

companies have a direct interest in

adequately equipping the schools. More-
over, students especially enjoy the produc-
tive labor which allows them to escape

everyday school life for a few hours, even
if it may not always correspond with the

picture painted by official ideology. Final-

ly, teachers of polytechnical subjects in

East Germany do not seem to have the

same problems of professional prestige as

their West German colleagues, or even
their colleagues in other socialist countries.

The most important limitation with

regard to polytechnical theory is found on
another level.The theory proposes the unity of
school learning and productive labor and
envisages that what students experience in

production will become, in time, the

object of learning within other school

subjects as well. Whereas productive labor

can be academicized in certain measure, or

adapted to the logic of the school, the

opposite effect appears to be more difficult.

According to unanimous evidence from
East German sources, schools are unwill-

ing to sacrifice the logic of the development
of scientific concepts to the logic of

production, which is built upon other

criteria. In spite of its success in

developing basic technical qualifications,

polytechnical education seems to have
greater problems in the area of its social

and ideological aims.

Conclusion

In comparing the relation between school

and work in the two Germanies, one can
reach the following conclusions. The
concept of Technik, which is closer to

productive practice than the more abstract

English notion of technology, does not

suffice to establish a “third culture.”

Technik remains first and foremost an
element of the productive world. Only a

different ideological actualization—that of

socialism—has succeeded in integrating

technique and productive labor within the

general educational process. Under
socialism, the functional separation be-

tween general education and professional

training has ceased to be an obstacle to the

integration of the world of work and the

world of the school. Nevertheless, it seems
that the difference between the logic of
production and the logic of the school has

remained an obstacle to the integration of

these two domains even in East Germany.
To explain the sociological cause of this

persisting conflict between the two kinds of
logic would require a further article.
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Streaming in Education and Beyond

BUCK STUDENTS TALK

Rowan: My grade 8 English teacher never expected me to finish high school. She
called my mother to suggest to her what level in high school was appropriate for

me—a technical program in a general level school.

Angelique: When I made my choice to join an advanced stream high school, no
one came to suggest to me that I should join a basic level high school. They
knew how strong I was.

Andrew: I wanted to go to a general level technical school and I filled out my
card accordingly. Soon my grade 8 teacher was checking the cards, and when
she came across mine she goes, “Andrew! ... I thought you were going to a

basic level school.

Pamela: I took the advice of my grade 8 teacher who said to me, “Why don’t

you join an advanced level program. If you find it hard, then you try general

level because it is difficult to move up but easy to slide down.

Trevor: My mother wasn’t even asked when they got me into a basic level

school. When I got there, I found everything extremely simple; there was
nothing to do for me. I found it boring but I didn’t know what to do.

Brenda: The guidance counsellor called us to his office (a group of black

students who chose to join an advanced level program) and told us, “Two other

high schools need students. Besides they can better meet your needs.”

These are excerpts from conversations I

had with some 20 black senior high school

students over an eight-month period this

past year. The students were from a range

of Toronto schools and represented each

level of the system—basic, general, and

advanced. The focus of our talks was
streaming in high school.

I have probably already triggered a

question in your mind, Why only black

students? The first part of the answer is

that as a consultant for school boards and
parent and community groups on issues of

racism, sexism, and diversification of the

curriculum, I have had easy access to the

black population in the Metro region. But a

more substantial reason for this focus is

that black parents are now becoming more
vocal about streaming. They claim that

their children are being systematically,

channelled into the lower levels of high

school. I thought by interviewing students

Bairu Sium is an educational consultant and
researcher who is currently a Ph.D. student in

OISE’s Curriculum Department. He has been a

teacherfor ten years—four years in Ethiopia

and six years in Toronto.

Four of the students—Rowan McKenzie,

Angelique Phillip, Andrew Murphy, and
Pamela McLaughlin—liked the idea of using

their own names in this article. The others are

pseudonyms.

who had directly experienced the effects of

streaming I would be able to shed some
light on these claims. However, I do not

mean in any way to suggest that the

experiences these students describe are

uniquely theirs. The educational experi-

ence of other racial and linguistic minor-

ities in Canada is not much different.

One account of streaming published by
the Toronto Board of Education in 1981

(Streaming in Toronto and Other Ontario

Schools, by Cheng et al.) outlines how
streaming starts in elementary school and
continues into high school. The study

stresses that because different streams

have different educational objectives, it is

difficult to move from one to another. It

also states that literacy and mathematics
skill scores on standardized tests, teachers’

ratings, and school examination marks
determine what streams students join.

The students I talked with all emphasized

the role of the teacher as the most
important factor in channelling students

into different educational streams.

The majority told me that they had been

asked by teachers and guidance counsel-

lors to join lower streams than had been

their own choice, and in some cases this

advice was discrepant with their grade

attainment (for example, Rowan). Those
who had not been asked to join lower

streams were either strong-willed, aggres-

sive individuals (such as Angelique who
used to argue for “half an hour for half a

mark”) or had the support of well-informed

parents (such as Rowan and Angelique) or

were working with teachers whom they

described as genuinely motivated to help

them (such as Pamela).

The Question of Getting Help

At the delicate age of 13 or 14, students

have to make a choice that will affect them
for the rest of their lives. Among the

students I talked with, not many had been
fortunate enough to get appropriate gui-

dance from adults. During one interview,

Michelle, a basic level student nearing the

end of high school, angrily dismissed her

education as irrelevant and expressed

misgivings about her grade 8 teacher who
put a lot of pressure on her to join the basic

level when she had wanted to be a

general level student. As she related this

story, the others in the group listened with

empathy. The silence which followed was
broken by a question, “Wasn’t there

anyone there you could have gone to for

help?” I personally found the answer
devastating:

“Where can a 13-year-old go for help when
she says, ‘I don’t want to be here in the

basic level’ and her teacher says, ‘You
can’t do an advanced program’? But the

13-year-old knows that she can do it even
though her mother has been given a lecture

and now agrees with the teacher . .

.”

Most of the students say that they turn

to their friends for help. Here are some
statements on the advice that is available

to them.

“.
.

.

certainly not my teachers or guidance

counsellors. They annoy me because they

don’t expect much from me and they don’t

take my questions seriously.”
J

“I get better help from my friends.”

“If the situation is to improve, I think they

should get all the guidance counsellors and

teachers and educate them first.”

“I understand my teachers but they don’t

understand me.”

Asked if their friends were good sources

of information, the students expressed

reservations. They agreed that the school
|

is their only meeting place but that it is

difficult to make friends from other

schools, especially schools which serve

different streams. Even sports teams from

advanced schools don’t play with basic

level schools. One student in an advanced
stream asked, “If students from the

different streams don’t mingle freely, how
can they help each other?” In other words,

because their peer group is fractured into

different schools, the students feel that

they are limited in the kind of advice that

they can get from one another.

Perceptions of Lower Streams

Most of the students in the higher streams

considered themselves as comparatively

fortunate. They readily dismissed the value \ I

of the basic stream, except for those with

handicaps who wouldn’t be able to handle

a “normal” program, and described an

I
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unpromising future. Basic stream students

had two options in their view: dropping out

or nowhere to go after grade 12. Here is

how Rowan, a student with good grades,

described the situation:

“Once you allow yourself to go to a lower

level class, you are stuck for good. It is an

endless cycle, which starts in special

education at the elementary level and takes

you to a basic stream in high school. Your
role models from then on are those who
steal, put on fancy clothes, and drive fancy

cars. Your life is preoccupied with getting

a smoke and getting high.”

Rowan’s solution was to get rid of different

streams and create one—a normal stream.

The idea, in fact, of a comprehensive

school is being considered by some parents

and educators at the Toronto Board.

Before moving on to an advanced
program with another board, Pamela was

“Once you allow yourself to go

to a lower level class, you are

stuck for good. It is an endless

cycle, which starts in special

education at the elementary level

and takes you to a basic stream in

high school. Your role models

from then on are those who steal,

put on fancy clothes, and drive

fancy cars. Your life is

preoccupied with getting a smoke
and getting high.”

in a basic level school. Her reflections

were as follows:

“When I was in that school, I got fed up of

seeing mostly blacks. All they wanted to

do was play this or that sport. I wanted to

be far away from that kind of atmosphere

because all I wanted was to work on my
academic subjects.”

Angelique, another successful student,

narrowed in on the phenomenon of the

black athlete:

“Teachers think that if you are black, and

especially if you are a male, there is

nothing you can do well other than sports.

If you don’t participate in sports, there is

something wrong with you . . . Sports are

unduly glorified and athletes are illusibnary

stars. They have banquets, prizes, awards,

and scholarships for athletes but almost

nothing for academic excellence.”

When Angelique made this statement,

the other students shook their heads and
chuckled in agreement. They clearly saw
sports as a distracting factor for black

students. However, they made a dis-

tinction between recommending sports as

one possible area of activity and making
the assumption that all blacks are good in

sports and, therefore, should participate in

them.

It is not difficult to understand why these

students tried—some successfully and
others unsuccessfully—to avoid the basic

stream. They saw it as a roadblock to a

respectable high school diploma, to post-

secondary education, and, ultimately, to a

Sports are unduly glorified and

athletes are illusionary stars.

desirable job. If advanced level students

felt sorry for drop-outs and basic stream

students, they did so in a spirit of thinking

about lost opportunities. Rowan put it best:

“By the time they get to grade 11 and they

know what is happening to them, it is

already too late. They are used to doing

nothing and they have come to love it. A
lot of night life, a lot of girls/boys, and
soon a baby. With a minimum wage, they

find out that they can’t support the family

they have created and therefore line up for

Ontario Housing, as early as age 16.”

The basic level students that I spoke
with resented their program and wished
they had been allowed to join one
according to their own more ambitious

choices. They admitted that they had not

protested vigorously at the point of entry

simply because they did not understand

what they were getting into. Four students

changed schools (and even school boards)

in order to join higher streams and what
they thought were better schools. In one
case, the presence of a well-organized

black student body was the reason for the

move.

Whom Do They Blame?
The inability to join the stream of their

choice and the struggle they have had to

endure for recognition of their potential has

left these students bitter and angry with the

school. Without hesitation, they related

They didn’t think a teacher had

to be black to be sensitive to their

needs.

what they had experienced in school with

what they anticipate (or had already

experienced) in the outside world. They
expressed deep-seated resentment when
they talked about the degree of dis-

crimination they face in their search for

jobs, job training, housing, and other

services.

However, it was also clear that they

were not blindly angry with all their

teachers and guidance counsellors. Most of

them talked about having worked with at

least one “good teacher”—by which they

generally meant one who had been
genuinely interested in seeing them realize

their potential, who had been sensitive to

their needs, and who had tried to

accommodate them.

On the other hand, they didn’t think that

every black teacher was going to be

different, or that a teacher had to be black

to be sensitive to their needs. In other

words, when they talked about a good
teacher they saw beyond the color of a
teacher’s skin. This seems to question the

way affirmative action has been under-

stood.

Most of the students described their

parents as uninformed when it came to

school affairs, and therefore, unable to give

them the necessary guidance. Here is what
Andrew said, which is quite representative

of the rest:

“My mom did not know much about the

school system. All she did was sign the

papers I brought home without even
looking at them or questioning them, but I

really can’t blame her.”

No One Black Community, No One Black

Culture

Even though the students were bitter about

their school experience, they were able to

be optimistic about their futures. Among
the 20 students I spoke with, three had
gained acceptance into major Canadian
universities and several more had struggled

successfully into advanced-level streams

for their senior years. These students

aspired to professional careers. The gen-

eral and basic level students tended to

have more scaled-down ambitions, aspiring

to careers in the skilled trades or as cook,

hairdresser, mechanic, and so on. Ob-
viously, the basic level students were not

as optimistic as the others about what they

would end up doing. And yet all the

students expected improvement by way of

the opportunities open to them and other

minority groups.

There was general agreement about the

lack of opportunity to meet and discuss

common experiences outside the school.

The students saw the black community as

unorganized and unable even to begin to

discuss their problems with them.

I share the students’ despair and their

optimism. Currently, there is no one black

community. There is no one black culture.

What we have are many black groups

organized on the basis of country of origin.

Some have lived in Canada for generations,

some are relative new-comers from coun-

tries in the Caribbean and Africa, still

others have come from the U.S. While the

existence of these groups in their multiplic-

ity may be both necessary and desirable,

so far such organizations have not engaged
in the kind of networking which is required

if they are to function as a forum for

problem solving.

My hope is that as the youth of today

take on leadership roles, the divisions of

the present time will subside. And, in fact,

I have the feeling that the new generation

will be better equipped to make the

necessary links with other groups in

Canadian society. For what is vivid in their

minds is what they have experienced in

their common country—Canada. The fact

that some black students have organized an

“Afro-Canadian Club/Group” seems to be

a sign that they are heading in the right

direction.
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THE UNIVERSITY OF WESTERN ONTARIO
Preschool Project/Early Childhood Education:

Can itreally

make a difference?
Mary J. Wright and Joy L. Davey

Billy was a four-year-old and a real

“harem-scarem” when he came to us. He
was bright, completely beyond the control

of his single mother, whose limited

education had been received in auxiliary

classes in the elementary school and he

was rapidly absorbing the values of his

extended, multi-problem family. During

his first weeks in the preschool, he

fluctuated between being fascinated by the

equipment, dashing from one activity to

another, and testing every limit. His initial

approach to the latter was to throw wild

temper tantrums. His shouts echoed
through the school, interrupted now and

then by colorful, crude language. In time,

however, both the impulsivity and the

temper tantrums stopped and the makings

of a resourceful young learner began to

emerge. Billy was now ready to benefit

from the opportunities for social and.

intellectual development that the preschool

could provide.

It was the repeated observation of

similar patterns of change in social

attitudes and in cognitive performance on
the part of many “Billys” that motivated

the first author to launch the University of

Western Ontario (U.W.O.) Preschool Pro-

ject. This was in 1973, a time when the

value of compensatory early education at

the preschool level was being hotly

debated in the United States and else-

where. It had been known for a long time,

and extensively documented, that eco-

nomically disadvantaged children were
more likely than their more advantaged

counterparts to fail in school. There were,

however, many good reasons for believing

that, if such children were given appro-

priate kinds of stimulation in their pre-

school years, their risk of failure could be

substantially reduced. This was the

rationale underlying the Head Start pro-

gram.
Although the initial results of Head Start

were disappointing, researchers were chal-

Dr. Wright is Professor Emerita in the

Department of Psychology at the University of

Western Ontario. She promoted the establish-

ment of the Laboratory Preschool and was its

first Director. Dr. Davey is the current

Director of the Preschool and teaches courses

in child development and Early Childhood

Education.

lenged to undertake more systematic

investigations of the benefits to be derived

from early education. The practical impli-

cations of such work were growing in

importance as boards of education

throughout Ontario began to institute

pre-kindergarten classes, at first selective-

ly, targeting disadvantaged children, and
then on a much larger scale. Very little

research had been done on the charac-

teristics and needs of low-income children

in Canada or on successful models of

intervention with them.

Now, in the 1980s, the pessimism of the

1970s has changed to a new optimism. Our
own findings (Wright, 1983) and those of

others (e.g., Lazar & Darlington, 1982;

Schweinhart & Weikart, 1980) have shown
clearly the considerable extent to which
children can benefit from enriching experi-

ences when they are young, and that these

interventions can produce savings for

society both in human well-being and in

dollars (Weber, Foster & Weikart, 1978).

The U.W.O. Project involved the de-

velopment and evaluation of an educational

program which was considered appropriate

to meet the developmental needs (social,

emotional, and cognitive) of three- and

four-year-old children. Without losing sight

of the mental health goals of the traditional

nursery school, we developed a strong,

cognitively-oriented program based on the

following beliefs:

(1) It was considered more important to

have the children try to “figure things out”

than to give them the right answer. Hence
inquiry (what? how? why?) was the

teaching mode and experimenting the

instructional method.

(2) Experiencing joy in discovery and

satisfaction in mastering a challenging

problem was considered more important

than how much “correct” knowledge was
acquired. Therefore, an active, discovery

play-oriented program was developed in

which self-selected exploratory activities

were promoted through the manipulation of

attention-inducing and attention-maintain-

ing variables such as novelty, variety,

discrepancy, and ambiguity.

(3) Helping children develop an inner locus

of control, i.e., helping them discover that

they could determine their own destiny by

using reason, foresight, and good judg-

ment, was considered more important than

shaping their behavior by external control

and manipulation. Since it is possible to

control outcomes only if they are predict-

able, care was taken to develop an

objective, non-authoritarian, reasoning ap-

proach to the management of behavior and

to establish a consistent set of require-

ments and consequences which were
logical and easily understood by the

children.

(4) Helping the children discover the joy in

socializing was considered important, not

just for its own sake, but because of the

cognitive challenges which participation in

social activities provide. Playing with

others presents many problems, the resolu-

tion of which depends on the ability to

communicate, interpret, and understand

the thoughts and feelings of others and to

take these into account in resolving

disputes or achieving social goals.

(5) Making plans and being resourceful and

creative in using materials for constructive

purposes to achieve self-selected goals was
considered more important than simply

copying a model or following instructions.

The goal was to encourage the child to

develop ideas and then to implement those

ideas in a purposeful way.

(6) Finally, developing trust in adults and

the ability to relate to them in instructional

situations was considered of major impor-

tance. Predictability in the environment, in

the routines and requirements, and in

teacher behavior were stressed.

Each teacher assumed primary responsi-

bility for a specific group of children. The

teacher’s task was to assess the develop-

mental level of each of her children. On the

basis of this information, shared among the

teaching staff, the teachers involved the

children in exploratory and problem-

solving activities during free play time, in

small groups or in individual sessions.

These activities were designed to be

challenging but within their reach. The
curriculum goals were to help the children

develop an understanding of such concepts

as classification, seriation, number and

spatial and temporal relations. The ac-

tivities through which these goals were

accomplished varied and included carrying

out experiments, using recipes to prepare

food, and playing games of various sorts

ranging from board games to highly active ^ |
gymnastic activities. What was important

was that the children were actively

involved in doing things with concrete,
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interesting materials while they were
learning. A more detailed description of the

program, and copies of the Assessment and
Curriculum Guides which were developed

and employed, are provided elsewhere

(Wright, 1983).

The U.W.O. Project spanned a seven-year

period from 1973 to 1980. A total of 95

children participated, 69 from low-income
families and 26 from middle- to high-

income families. The low-income children

included 24 who were enrolled in the

preschool at age three and attended for two
years, 15 who were enrolled at age four

and attended for one year, and 30 who
were enrolled in kindergarten at age five

without any preschool experience. Atten-

tion in this article will focus on the

performance of the low-income children.

The immediate impact of the program on
intellectual and cognitive abilities, prob-

lem-solving styles, and social competence
was assessed. In a follow-up study in the

elementary schools, the program’s long-

term effects on the children’s ability to

meet the academic and social demands of

the school were measured. The design of
the study allowed us to explore the

outcome of two, one, or no years of
preschool experience on subsequent school

achievement. Full assessments were com-
pleted on all of the subjects until the end of
their second year, on three-quarters until

the end of their third year, and on about
half to the end of their fourth year in

school. A year after the termination of the

project, pass/fail and grade level attain-

ment data were again collected on all

subjects.

What was the outcome of this interven-

tion? Was it successful? Happily, the

answer is “yes.” The immediate impact of
the program was encouraging. The IQs of
the low-income subjects, as well as those
of the middle- and high-income subjects,

increased. The increase for 75 percent of
the former ranged between 10 and 26
points. On measures of conceptual, lan-

guage, and problem-solving abilities and of
social competence, the low-income chil-

dren also made marked gains. By the end
of their second year in preschool, those
with the greatest ability were performing
on a par with many of the middle- and
high-income children. One of the most
impressive initial changes that occurred in

the low-income children was in their

tendency to give up when questioned and

say “I don’t know” or to respond

impulsively. A highly significant reduction

in this behavior occurred during their first

year in preschool suggesting major gains in

self-confidence.

The results from the follow-up study

continued to be impressive. Briefly, they

were as follows:

(1) The Preschool graduates maintain the

Binet IQ gains they made in preschool

through to the end of the project. For
some, this was five years into elementary

school. Although the control subjects, with

no preschool experience, made modest IQ
gains in kindergarten, these were not

always maintained and they never equalled

the gains made at the three- and four-

year-old levels by the children in the

Preschool.

(2) The Preschool graduates continued to

make additional gains on other measures of

cognitive ability in kindergarten. These
were maintained through grade 1

.
(Cogni-

tive tests other than the Binet were not

used beyond this point.)

(3) The Preschool graduates were more
successful in school academically than

controls, as measured by academic
achievement tests (Stanford Achievement
Test batteries), teacher judgments, and
pass/fail rates.

(4) Overall the incidence of grade failure in

the group with no preschool experience

was more than three times that in the group
with two years of preschool experience and
more than twice that in the group with one
year in the preschool.

(5) At the end of the project 82 percent of
the Preschool graduates were at grade
level, with no child more than one year
behind, whereas in the group with no
preschool experience only 58 percent were
at grade level and of those below grade
level 30 percent were two years behind.

The academic achievements of the

one-year-in-preschool group were found to

be just about as satisfactory as those of the

two-years-in-preschool group, but this was
not true of their social accomplishments.
They appeared to be less able to impress
their teachers as favorably. Teachers’
judgments of the children consistently

favored the two-years-in-preschool group.

They rated them higher not only on per-

sonal and social adjustment, but also on
academic competence. Thus, although

either one or two years in an optimal

preschool environment will increase a

child’s likelihood of success in school,

better overall adjustment and performance
will be achieved following two years.

What do we think is the nature of the

impact of this type of preschool experience

on children? It seems to be multifaceted.

First, they learn that school is a consistent,

predictable environment where there are

people who care about them. Thus, they

come to feel safe, to trust their teachers,

and to trust themselves, and an attitude of

co-operating with and succeeding within

the system is established. Second, they
develop a degree of independence in

making decisions, in solving problems, and
in looking after their needs. From this

emerges a sense of personal effectiveness

that motivates positive approaches to new
learning situations. Third, the cognitively

enriched environment stimulates them to

think, to label, to classify, to question, to

plan, and to evaluate. All of these factors

mean that they enter school with not only

greater knowledge and greater cognitive

ability but also with more positive attitudes

toward school, teachers, learning, and
themselves. As a result, their initial

experiences in elementary school are more
likely to be favorable and the foundations

for a positive pattern of success in school

are established.
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BOOK REVIEW reviewed by Rona Achilles

“I have kids . . . when I say ‘Put down your father's name ’, they say ‘which one?’.

I say ‘The last one ’, and they say ‘I don ’t know where the last one lives'.

I say ‘Put down your real one’, and they say ‘I don’t like the real one’,

and I say ‘Well, put down your favourite or who you see’,

and they say ‘I like Joe ’, and I say ‘Well, put down Joe ’.
”

Families in Canada: An Introduction, by
Margrit Eichler and Mary Bullen.

Toronto: OISE Press, 1986.

The excerpt quoted above is from an

interview with a high school teacher which

was part of my doctoral research on family

structures. She described this dialogue as

expressing some typical dilemmas of her

students. Although this may be an extreme

example of the complexities of current

family structures, it is undoubtedly familiar

to teachers sensitized to changing Cana-

dian family patterns. For teachers involved

in dealing with “the family” in the

classroom setting, Margrit Eichler and

Mary Bullen’ s booklet “Families in Cana-

da: An Introduction” will be a welcome
resource.

This short booklet (60 pages) covers a lot

of territory in a clear accessible style and is

designed to introduce grade 1 1 and 12

students to sociological concepts of

families. Each chapter includes a summary
of the major points, suggested questions,

activities, a glossary of sociological con-

cepts used in the chapter, and a biblio-

graphy for further research.

Beginning with the past and moving
toward the present, the chapters focus on
topics such as industrialization, demo-
graphic changes (i.e. , life expectancy and

fertility), marriage and parenthood, divorce

and custody, and remarriage. The theme of

“myths” and “realities” about families is

interwoven throughout the booklet, pre-

senting both images and norms of families

Rona Achilles has just completed her doctorate

at OISE on ‘ ‘The Social Meanings of

Biological Ties.” She recently served as a

consultant for the CBC and as an assistant

editor with OISE Press.

(past and present) and their frequent

disjuncture from actual experience.

The major mythology tackled by Eichler

and Bullen is the legendary status of the

nuclear family—defined as “a wife and
husband and their biological children living

together in one household” (p. 11).

Through journal accounts of family life in

19th-century Canada and an examination of

recent divorce and remarriage statistics,

the authors suggest that this model of the

family was and is less pervasive than is

generally believed. Rather than “the

family,” this booklet, as the title suggests,

is about the variety of family structures

both in the past and in the present.

For teachers interested in exploring

gender roles, this booklet also provides a

wealth of information. The myth that

husbands, were the only “breadwinners” in

the past is challenged by information about

the extent of labor force participation by

single women in the 19th century, the

variety of activities working-class married

women undertook to bring in extra income,

and the contributions of children’s (paid

and unpaid) labor toward the economic
survival of the family unit. The fact that

“work” has traditionally been defined as

“paid labour” is introduced and a wonder-
ful excerpt from Meg Luxton’s book More
Than a Labour ofLove (Toronto: The
Women’s Press, 1980) describes the back-

breaking work involved in washing clothes

before the invention of the washing
machine. This description will convince

even the most skeptical reader that

domestic labor does indeed constitute

work, and continues to do so.

The current unprecedented labor force

participation of married women and the

impact ofthis phenomenon on the traditional

division of household tasks are docu-

mented. Typical of the booklet’s suggested

activities, students are encouraged to

observe and analyze their own households

in relation to these activities.

Throughout the text, questions are posed
which will provoke students to think about

their own current social and historical

context and its implications for their family

unit. Questions like, “What positive effects

could increased life expectancy have on
families? on society?” (p. 28) and “What
future implications would you foresee on

family lifestyles if one-child families were
to be the norm?” (p. 30) will provide

teachers and students with material for

projects, discussion, and classroom

debates.

Social facts such as teenage pregnancy

(outside of marriage), the poverty of single

mothers, and the absorption of women into

the paid labor force are relevant to the

current generation of high school students.

The book’s discussion will encourage

students to be self-reflective about their

future. It also deals sensitively with

divorce and remarriage, posing a positive

interpretation of current divorce statistics.

Rather than expressing the pessimistic

view of the demise of the family, the

authors argue that problems in marriages

are not new. What is new, however, is the

“refusal of people to live together in

marriages which no longer work” (p. 48).

A balanced view of the successes and
failures of co-parenting will assist students

whose parents are divorced by providing

an understanding of the problems they may
be encountering in their lives.

Overall, the message of this booklet is

that families have always been in a state of

flux. The rapid social change of the last few

decades, however, has accelerated changes

in families and for individuals.
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Whither Education?

Ruth Weir
and the Naked Emperor
Mark Holmes

I have never met Ruth Weir,

but she does not sound

like the kind of person

to be found cavorting

with naked emperors;

however, lovers of

Hans Andersen will

note that it was an

unusually acute

child who
penetrated

the sheep-like

credulity of %

medieval Danes.
By daring to state publicly that

“child-centred education” is less effective

than alternative, available methods, Weir
incurs the wrath of Ontario’s educational

establishment. After all, is the Ministry not

Ruth Weir is a school teacher and educational

historian living in Toronto who launched an

Orbit debate on the sorry state of elementary

education in the February 1986 issue. That

debate continued in the October and December
1986 issues. (See Volume 17, Numbers 1 , 3,

and 4.)

Mark Holmes is a professor in OISE's

Department ofEducational Administration. He
has written extensively on the relationships

between administration and school effectiveness

.

producing new guidelines endorsing the

tried “child-centred” formula? Doesn’t the

Ontario Ministry always know best? Isn’t

Donald Graves more famous in Ontario

than anywhere else in the world for his

“child-centred” recipe for teaching crea-

tive writing? Hasn’t Ontario recently

published a report on early childhood

education that could have been written 5

years ago by Laurier LaPierre, 80 years

ago by Dewey, or 200 years ago by
Rousseau? (Without any reference to

empirical research of course.)

Perhaps it will be helpful to puzzled
readers, many of whom have probably
never thought to doubt the existence of the

emperor’s clothes, if the implications of
research on effective instruction and
effective schooling for administrative prac-

tice were briefly spelled out.

Semantic Confusion

Some of the difficulties of decoding
“child-centred education” stem from the

looseness of our language. We tend to hang
labels on one another and argue in circular

fashion. Thus if “child-centred education”

We tend to hang labels on
one another and argue in

circular fashion.

really meant education that benefits chil-

dren, then everyone would endorse it. But

that would not be very helpful because we
would be left with the problems of which

particular educational goals are the most

important for children and how those goals

can best be addressed. In practice,
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Whither Education?

“child-centred education” is used as a

code word for “progressive” education.

But the word “progressive” is also

confusing; after all, who can be opposed to

genuine progress?

At the risk of adding to the labelling

problem, I shall use the fairly unemotional

term traditional to describe one important

strand of teaching and administration and
non-traditional to describe another. The
traditional school is objectively charac-

terized by: direct instruction, clear objec-

tives, sequential development of subject

matter, frequent monitoring of achieve-

ment, consistent discipline, and a quiet,

orderly atmosphere. In contrast, the

non-traditional school is objectively

characterized by learning centres, indi-

vidualized instruction, integration of sub-

ject matter, informal assessment, freedom
of movement, and some student choice of

activity.

Recent Research on Effective Instruction

and Effective Schools

Fifteen years ago, one of the few
generalizations one could have made about

effective teaching was that few if any
significant generalizations could be made.
It is not that research was not conducted;

rather, it seemed inconclusive and con-

tradictory.

Since then, several factors have emerged
as being important to the development of

the field. I shall mention seven ideas,

approaches, and pieces of research that are

key to our changed understanding.

1. Ideas based on conceptualization about

learning suggested by Carroll and Bloom.
Best known is the idea of mastery learning,

an idea which may enable teachers to

achieve better outcomes overall with a

lower range of achievement between the

best and poorest learners (see Bloom,
1976).

2. Ideas based on the nature of the instruc-

tional process. American researchers have
investigated effective teachers and effec-

tive teaching and have developed some key
guides to sound instruction in the basic

skills. Significant researchers in the field

are L. W. Anderson, Berliner, Brophy,
Good, Medley, Rosenshine, and Stallings.

(For a good summary, see U.S. Department
of Education, [1986].)

3. Several massive research projects examin-

ing competing methods of skill instruction.

None favor the non-traditional approach.

Although any large-scale research is likely

to be contentious, no one claims that these

research projects demonstrate the superior-

ity of the non-traditional approach.
Reasonable claims have been made that

traditional approaches are consistently

more effective. (For two of the most
important projects, see Bereiter [1981]

and Cooley & Leinhardt [1980] on The
Instructional Dimensions Project.)

4. The use of meta-analysis. This statistical

tool allows large numbers of very different

research studies to be assessed simul-

taneously. The result of meta-analyses
suggests that modern versions of tradi-

tional approaches to teaching the basic

skills are superior to non-traditional ones.

Gatheral’s (1979) summary of this research

indicates that large-group instruction is

generally most effective and increased

structured academic time helps learning as

does explicit cognitive teaching.

5. The growth of interest and research in

school effectiveness. Effective instruction is

seen as being just one component of an
effective school. The characteristics of the

effective school are analogous to those of

the effective classroom—clear objectives;

firm, consistent discipline; high expecta-

tions of students; careful, systematic use of

incentives and rewards; and regular

monitoring of achievement (see Northwest
Regional Educational Laboratories, 1984).

6. Chall’ s (1983) painstaking study of over 50
years of research into teaching reading. She
confirms that direct instruction based on
phonics is, in general, the best approach.

There is no evidence that teachers trying to

use several instructional systems simul-

taneously are more effective.

7. Hillocks' (1984) study of written expres-

sion. He demonstrates, by means of
meta-analysis, that the principles which
seem to work best in reading and
mathematics work best in teaching writing

too. Students benefit from direct instruc-

tion in exactly what they are expected to

do, not from being left to write personal

diaries left unmarked by the instructor.

Generalizations About Effective Schools and
Effective Instruction

The following generalizations emerge from
my reading of the research. First, non-
traditional types of instruction (e.g.,

learning centres, individualization, hetero-

geneous groups) tend to widen the gap in

skills between the most efficient and least

efficient learners, probably because they

make pupils dependent on their own
previous cultural experiences and on their

parents and peers. Thus the losers from
non-traditional instruction tend to be

children from disadvantaged homes and
disadvantaged minority groups. Thus
well-meaning attempts to define the special

“needs” of disadvantaged children are

usually translated into lower and inferior

demands.
Second, children in non-traditional class-

rooms become more differentiated in their

acquisition of skills as they ascend the

grades. The good student gets relatively

better; the student with special “needs”
falls further behind.

Third, as effective instruction of a

The losers from

non-traditional instruction

tend to be children from

disadvantaged minority

groups.

typical class is direct instruction, teaching

in many small groups and in an indi-

vidualized manner is usually highly inef-

ficient. For skill instruction of a class of

widely varying competence, the least

effective method is likely to be hetero-

geneous grouping. Each group gets less

instruction than would be the case with

whole class instruction and the instruction

the group does get is unlikely to be

targeted at the level of the very different

students within the group.

Fourth, whole class, or large group,

instruction is most effective where the

differences among pupils are comparatively

small.

Fifth, phonics is the method of choice

for teaching beginning reading to nearly all

children. Alternatives should be used when
the method of choice does not work or

when, in the case of children who are

already fluent readers, it appears redun-

dant. Using many different methods is

inefficient and confusing.

Sixth, children respond to what is

expected of them. As many of the apparent

Phonics is the method of

choice for teaching

beginning reading to all

children.

differences between children are cultural

rather than genetic, the lowering of

expectations is most harmful to those

whose culture is least supportive of the

school objectives. Discipline seems to be a

significant element. For example, funda-

mentalist Christian schools, for whom
academic achievement is far less important

than spiritual achievement, and which do

not typically serve affluent families, get

better results in skills than public schools. \

Seventh, neither Victorian instruction (a

la Mr. Gradgrind) nor neo-Deweyan
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instruction is the best answer. The best

answer is a blend of traditional, e.g.,

formal, structured, sequenced lessons

with drilled practice of what has been
taught combined with more recently

confirmed ideas such as mastery and rapid

rewards for good work.

Implications for the Administration of

Ontario Schools

As some readers may be ready to jump to a

false conclusion, I should make clear what
1 am not recommending. I am not

suggesting that we move from a 1986 of

informal instruction, individualization, and

pupil choice to a 1988 of a strict, routinized

regime for all. None of the research 1 have

quoted demonstrates that any particular

idea will work perfectly for all teachers, in

all situations, with all learners. Most of the

findings are low level, i.e., the amount of

advantage gained by using direct instruc-

tion over non-traditional methods is statis-

tically significant but substantively small.

In our society, the home background

explains most of the differences in

achievement among learners. It is not

. . . home background

explains most of the

differences in achievement

among learners.

responsible, in my view, to order profes-

sional teachers to use any particular

technique, except in the extreme and
unlikely situation where we are almost
certain that method x will work and method

y will not. It is for that reason that I am
distressed when Ministry reviews criticize

schools and teachers for their unfashion-

able methodology without considering the

learning outcomes. A good example is the

recent review of senior English. I read a

very critical Ministry report on one
Toronto secondary school which made no
reference to the achievement of the

students at all, but took the teachers to

task for using the “wrong” methods

—

methods, by the way, which are probably
more effective than the ones advocated by
the Ministry team. Until June 1986, a major
urban school board in Canada (outside

Ontario) was enforcing a strict code of
non-traditional schooling. When tests re-

vealed appalling results in the basic skills

among disadvantaged children, the school
board decided to mandate direct instruc-

tional methods instead.

The answer, I think, is not to impose any
method on teachers but to stress their

professional responsibility. They should
choose their own methods in order to get
the best possible results for their students.

They should be held accountable for what

the pupils do and do not learn—not for

using or not using a currently fashionable

method.
That requires much more frequent

monitoring of achievement—by school

testing, by standardized tests, by board-

wide tests, and by provincial tests.

Teachers should think, as many now do, in

terms of the progress their pupils actually

make—and for which there is evidence. No

When tests revealed

appalling results . . . the

school board decided to

mandate direct instructional

methods . .

.

teacher is going to be totally successful

with every pupil; children, like teachers,

are gloriously varied and we shall never be

able to predict equal responses to equal

stimuli. But good teachers will try the best

method with everyone first and will avoid

self-fulfilling prophecies, even if they are

camouflaged by such euphemisms as

“gearing the instruction to the needs of the

individual child.”

Implications for Change
At the moment, skill instruction is most
individualized in the primary grades when
children’s skill levels are least differen-

tiated. Instruction is much less dif-

ferentiated in the senior public grades,

where the variation in skill levels among
pupils is enormous. The reverse would be

an improvement; skill instruction in the

primary grades should be generally based

on mastery-type techniques, while senior

public programs should be more dif-

ferentiated, with homogeneous grouping

certainly across class, and, in small

schools, across grade.

As the PTR drops, additional teachers

are absorbed evenly across all grades. The
result is that there is no perceptible change

in instruction, except perhaps for a little

increase in individualization, which is often

harmful. A better idea would be to

concentrate the additional teachers at the

primary level, or even in the first grade

alone. Classes of 15 might really make a

difference as children begin formal instruc-

tion. Small classes and direct instruction in

the primary grades could give a major

boost, particularly to the disadvantaged.

Canadian children get sorted by the age of

seven or eight. That does not happen in

Japan and South Korea which use different

approaches.

Recent Ministry reviews cover every-

thing under the sun except what students

learn. Available provincial tests of provin-

cial programs would give schools and
parents the opportunity to monitor indi-

vidual student achievement regularly.

The current grouping of children for skill

instruction is often haphazard. If groupings

for skill instruction were based on chil-

dren’s level of competence and if grouping
took place across class and across grade,

instead of just within class, most children

would be taught things they did not already

know and were ready to learn.

At the moment, the Ministry becomes
seized with enthusiasm for some new
approach—usually of the non-traditional

variety. Teachers are told very precisely

how to teach but their goals and objectives

are left obscure. If major research findings

and in-service training in successful

methods were made freely available, many
teachers would choose to adopt ideas that

provide the greatest professional rewards

Pity Ruth Weir. She made a

terrible mistake. She
revealed the truth.

to themselves and the greatest academic
gains for their pupils.

Pity Ruth Weir. She made a terrible

mistake. She revealed the truth—and out

loud. People are forgiven all kinds of error

and sin. But an unpleasant truth—that is

very hard to take.
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Profile of a School

Sunny View Public School, Toronto
In the front office of Sunny View, visitors are only

alerted to the fact that they're not in a regular

school by the electric buzz of wheelchairs. And
then once the school tour begins, wheelchairs and

various other kinds of therapeutic devices seem to

be everywhere. Because Sunny View’s some 200

students suffer from physical handicaps (mostly

cerebral palsy, muscular dystrophy, and spina

bifidia), their mobility is an important part of

school life. In fact, wheelchairs have helped shape

the school into a spacious complex of classrooms,

swimming pools, and therapy centres.

Sunny View is unique in Canada in providing

both physical therapy to handicapped children and

instruction in a regular elementary curriculum. And
contrary to appearance, the idea of the school is

not segregation of children with special needs but

their eventual integration. This is a goal that is

within reach of students who are able through

training to master their handicap. Currently, over

50 Sunny View graduates are enrolled in four

Toronto high schools which provide them with

some therapeutic services and health care but other-

wise assume their independence.

As in any special placement since the introduc-

tion of Bill 82, admission to Sunny View is arrang-

ed through IPRC’s. On the committee are the

Co-ordinator of othopaedic programs, the Principal

of Sunny View (or his designate), and a

representative of the child's local school board.

Often members of the physio and occupational

therapy staff, the local nurse, the psychologist, the

speech therapist, and the consultant orthopaedic

surgeon are invited to participate. (This range of

experts indicates the kind of continuous health care

that Sunny View students need.) The places at

Sunny View are made available to students in

Metropolitan Toronto and in outlying regions as well,

although the Toronto Board operates the school.

Every school claims to have a dedicated and car-

ing staff but in Sunny View’s case these qualities

are absolutely essential to running the school. Some

of the youngsters have heartbreaking disabilities

which interfere with learning. At the same time,

the teacher/student ratio is marvellously low.

especially in the junior grades. Currently Sunny

View has 29 teachers, some 7 physio and occupa-

tional therapists (whom students jokingly accuse of

really getting them to work with sit-ups, push-ups,

and various kinds of exercises), 13 educational

assistants, 8 healthcare staff, and a nurse as well as

a large consulting staff and numerous volunteers.

Besides their regular curriculum, students have

classes in Activities for Daily Living. Ostensibly

the curriculum of this course is cooking and sewing

but actually a wide variety of skills are brought in-

to play. Following a recipe involves reading skills,

mathematical ability, and even consumer education.

Sewing a straight line provides practice in hand-eye

co-ordination.

Special emphasis is placed on communication.

Students unable to speak are instructed in the use

of Blissymbols and computer interfacing which

allows them to produce their own written work.

The boon this has been for children previously

unable to speak, much less write, is incalculable.

Of course therapy is an important feature of the

school and sessions of occupational and physio

therapy — including swimming once a week — are

scheduled around classes. Extracurricular sports and

recreation programs include horseback riding and

kayaking, while wheelchair sports, brownies and

cubs, ceramics and the choir are also popular.

As may be expected, contact between the home

and the school is quite frequent. The therapists and

teachers, naturally, maintain a close relationship

with the students' families. There is also a Seniors

Social Club for graduates
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